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Explosion Wrecks
Big Powder
Mills

sions yesterday and today was the IsLicenses were
suance of licenses.
granted yesterday to the following:
Dr. B, B. Bagby, Carrizozo; Dr. Minerva M. Knott, Solano; Dr. W. H.
Mason, Estancia; Dr. A. II. Faith,
Roswel; Dr. Louis H. Pate, Lake Arthur; Dr. Charles K. Osborne, Las Cru-ces- ;
Dr. Crelghton Ferguson, Socorro;
Dr. Frank Brady, Solano; Dr. M. B.
Culpepper, Dayton; Dr. Howard Crut-chen- ,
Roswell; Dr, Charles A. Miller,
Tularosa; Dr. Isaac N. Woodman,
Taos; Dr. George E. Fuller, White
Oaks; Dr. John L. Cass, Roswell; Dr.
D. B. McPherson, Malaga; Dr. W. E.
Currie, Santa Fe; Dr. David E. Fur-nalAlbuquerque; Dr. Walter A. Bay-ley- ,
Dawson ; Dr. E. T. Wilkinson, Clo-vis- ;
Dr. Samuel M. Crume, Las Vegas;
Dr, Sylvester Van Alman, Clovis.
Five other applicants for licenses
to practice medicine in tne Territory
were given a written examination today on various subjects embraced In
materia medica. Tney were Dr. H. F.
Vandever, Portales; Dr. Jose Somel-lera- ,
Trinidad; Dr. Preston Worley,
Clovis; Dr. W. II. Jones, Santa Fe,
and Dr. W. E. Sunderland, Albuquerque.
G. C. Bero of Farmington, was yesterday granted a license as an
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In Addition to Dead, 100
Were Seriously Injured-Sh- ock
Felt For Miles.
Brazil, Ind., Oct.

15.

Twenty-fiv-

e

to thirty persons dead and dying,
one hundred injured and every house
in Fontanet destroyed, rendering several hundred people homeless, is the
result of an explosion of powder in
the mills of the Dupont Powder Company near Fontanet today.
The first explosion occurred in the FIGHT TO CONTROL
glazing mill at 9:15 o'clock. Quickly
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
following the other mills blew up,
there being three distinct concussions Harriman Reaches
to Particiat intervals of a few minutes. In the pate in Fray NotChicago
to Vote Shares
or eighty
mills at the time seventy-fiv- e
That Are Enjoined.
men were at work. When the glazing
mill went up the men ran for their
Chicago, Oct. 15. E. H. Harriman
lives from the other mills and many arrived in this
city early today to take
escaped death, only to receive serious an active part in the fight for control
injuries.
He declined
of the Illinois Central.
Not a Building Left Standing.
to make any statement. The chief inAt the first explosion the inhabi- terest in the
struggle centered in the
tants of tlfe town ran from the build- court room of Judge Ball, where both
ings and thus saved themselves. No sides lined up at the opening of court,
one was killed in the town, although to fight for and against making perma
there Is not a building left standing. nent the temporary injunction issued
At 10:45 o'clock ninety minutes after yesterday in response to a petition
the first explosion, the heat of the of
Stuyvesant Fish whereby 220,731
burning mill exploded the great pow- shares of stock were for a time being
der magazine situated in a hollow sev- withdrawn from the Harriman voting
eral hundred yards from the mills.
It contained many thousand kegs of strength.
By agreement of both parties the
powder and the concussion was even shares of stock, of Illinois Central en
greater than that from the explosion joined yesterday will not be voted at
of the mills.
It was
tomorrow's annual meeting.
Physicians Also Injured.
also agreed that the election shall be
Among those'lnjured from the maga- considered
regular without voting
zine explosion were several physi- these shares.
cians who were at work among the injured. The heat was so great that it RAILROAD EMPLOYES
was impossible to remove many bodies
GET NO PREFERENCE.
from the wreckage. Eighteen bodies
have so far been taken to the morgue. :Rome. Oct. 15. A law has just been
The injured were scattered every- promulgated here which provides that
where and were "collected and relief railroad emnloyes shall. In the ruture,
given as rapidly as possible.
come under the same regulations as
Superintendent Monahan of the employes of other departments of the
powder mills, is missing and is sup- government. This will make railroad
posed to be in the debris. A state of men who take part in strikes liable to
panic prevails among the residents of punishment for misdemeanor.
the surrounding country. All teleBAD LOANS-WRECgraph and telephone lines are down.
A NATIONAL BANK.
Shock Felt For Miles.
Fontanet is a mining town of 800 Washington, D. C, Oct., 15. The
Inhabitants, eighteen miles from Ter-r- comptroller of the currency today anHaute and twelve miles from here. nounced the failure of the First NaThe Big Four Railroad Company tional bank at Dresden, O., which was
ran a special train to the scene of the a result of loans to a local woolen
accident with physicians and the in- manufacturer, who is said had failed.
jured are being brought to hospitals
In this city.
The explosion was heard and felt
over a wide area. It was heard distinctly In Indianapolis and Crawfords-ville- ,
miles from Fontanet,
thirty-fiv- e
where the shock cracked brick walls
L
and caused tiling in floors to sink
more than an inch. Many windows
were badly shattered at Brazil, Indiana, fifteen miles away. Cincinnati
also reports feeling the shock, and at
this place it was believed that an
earthquake was taking place. Southern Indiana towns and Hamilton, Ohio
also report feeling the shock.
e
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Fast Train Leaves
The Track on
Curve

MANY PHYSICIANS
GRANTED LICENSES
Territorial Board of Health Which
Held Quarterly Meeting Yesterday
and Today!

COACHES

ARE TELESCOPED

By

The Territorial Board of Health
continued Its session today, Dr. T. B.
Hart of Raton presided and Dr. J. A.
Massie of this city at his post as secretary. Other members present were
Dr. H. M. Smith, of Las Vegas, and
Dr. W. D. Radcliffe of Belen.
At yesterday's session of the board
twenty-on- e
physicians were granted
licenses to practice medicine In New
Mexico. All of these were admitted
on diplomas from medical colleges of
recognized standing and certificates of
previous practice from other states.
Others were required to take the prescribed oral and written examination.
That New Mexico Is growing and
at a satisfactory rate is evidenced by
the fact that at the present meeting
of the board of health twenty-siphysicians presented themselves for
examination for the purpose of securing licenses to practice their profession in the Territory. Without a
single exception these doctors have
come here from other parts of the
United States or Mexico. They intend
making their homes here and following their profession. Over thirty phyx

Engineer Believed to Have
Exceeded Speed
Limit.
Shrewsburg,

England,

Oct. 15.

A

train made up of passenger coaches
bound from Scotland and the north 6f
England to Bristol, left the rails as it
was entering the station here early
Sixteen persons, inthis morning.
were killed
ten
passengers
cluding
and many Injured.
The London and Northwestern rail;
road on which the train was running
curves sharply near Shrewsbury and
there is a standing order not to exceed ten miles an hour at that point.
A disregard of the order is believed
to have been the cause of the accl
dent.
The cars were piled up in a tangled
mass of wreckage, beneath which
Fortuwere .the dead and injured.
not
catch
did
the
wreckage
nately
fire. Among the killed were, the engineer, fireman, guards and' postal
clerks in the mail car.
BODY OF WOMAN

FOUND IN RIVER.
Detroit, Mich., Oct., 15. The body
of Mrs. W, F. Turner, a niece of the
Samuel J. TUden, was taken from
late
ago.
the only business that the river here yesterday. She had
came before the board at its ses committed suicide.

sicians were
last meeting
three months
Practically
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granted licenses at the
of the medical board

Enthusiastic Meeting of Patriotic Citizens at Capitol Starts Ball to Rolling

Work Begins in Earnest
GOVERNOR

CUE'S

ELOQUENT

APPEAL FOR UNITED

ACTION

Chairman Bursum of Republican Territorial Committee
Prominent Citizens Speak
Pledges Support---Othe- r
in Favor of Movement- The formation of a Santa Fe County
Statehood League; the appointment of
committee of sixteen
a
to devise ways and means to further
the statehood movement and issue an
address to the people of Santa Fe
county; and a request in the form of
a resolution addressed to Governor
Curry to urge the organization of a
statehood league In each
view of holding a state
a
with
county
hood convention at Santa Fe before
Congress meets, such were the results
of a mass meeting of citizens held at
the Capitol this forenoon In response
to a call of Governor Curry, issued
through the columns of the Daily
New Mexican last evening.
The auditorium of the Hall of Representatives was well filled and the
attendance of so many business men
and other citizens during the forenoon
after eo brief a notice is an instance
of the remarkable earnestness with
which the people of this Territory desire statehood. The deliberations were
marked by dignity and the absence
of any personal, political or factional
feelings although every party, faction
and different classes of the population
were well represented and even two
ladies, anxious to have a prohibition
clause in the proposed state constitu-- i
tlon were attentive and interested
listeners to the proceedings. Every
was
motion, remark and discussion
in English and no interpreter was
needed, although one of the officers of
the mee'ting was of the Spanish speaking portion of the people of New Mexico. There were also present prominent representatives of both parties
from other counties, such as Hon. H.
O. Bursum, mayor of Socorro, who is
the chairman of the territorial Republican central committee; W. B. Child-ers- ,
of Albuquerque, president of the
erstwhile joint statehood league; W.
S, Hopewell, of Albuquerque,
former
chairman of the territorial Democratic
Thomas
central committee;
S. Hubbell, of Albuquerque;
Colonel
E. W. Dobson, of Albuquerque; J. H.
of Albuquerque, editor
McCutchen,
of the Democratic Industrial Advertiser, and other visitors. Particularly noticeable was the presence of old timers, men who have fought for statehood for New Mexico for several decades and are again to the front in the
movement which every one believes
will quickly bring the fulfillment of
their heart's desire.
Movement Must Come From the
People.
Governor Curry called the meeting
to order, and how earnest and sincere
he is in his enthusiasm for statehood
can be gauged from the fact that he
said later, almost with vehemence:
"Any man with polftical ambition who
works against the securing of statehood for New Mexico at this time will
be relegated to the rear by the people. I know, that there are a few men
in each county, ready to play the dog
in the manger, but the people Will not
forget them and will never permit
their heads to rise again above political waters. I agree perfectly with Mr.
Bursum when he says that this movement must come front the people, that
therein lies its strength, and I believe
that the advice he has given to that
effect Is good."
Governor Curry in his opening remarks urged united, harmonious action. He said that he had the assurance that President Roosevelt and
other national leaders will support
the statehood movement; that President Roosevelt told him that the promise given by him at Las Vegas years
ago to support any movement
for
statehood for New Mexico had not
been forgotten, but that above all,
united action and a harmonious expression of desire for statehood on the
n

n

- --

part of the people of the Territory
should be had. Letters have gone forward to Senator Boveridge, chairman
of the Senate committee on territories, and other Senators seeking to enlist them in tavor of statehood; while
Delegate to Congress W. H. Andrews

has written from the East that he has
placed himself in touch wiin. Speaker
Cannon and other Congressmen who
will meet in the near future to discuss
Informally the statehood movement.
Stirring Address By Hon. T. B.
Catron.
Governor Curry, who had been the
first nominee for the presidency of the
convention, declined the honor.
General John P, Victory, who
had been nominated for secretary also
begged to be excused from serving.
The meeting organized by electing
Major R. J. Palen chairman; A. B.
Renehap, vice chairman, and Meliton
Castillo; secretary. The first speaker
was
to Congress Thomas
B. Catron, who said that he has been
working for statehood for (he past
forty-onyears, although he aad not
supported the joint statehood move
ment. He believed that the people of
New Mexico voted for joint statehood
not because they wanted it but to
please the President. He maintained
that New Mexico has a population of
more than 400,0U at the present date
and that the last census was imperfect and gave New Mexico at least
people less than the Territory had.
He pointed to the Influx of immigrants
the many land filings and other evidences of growth and progress and
urged the people to get together, re
gardless of political or other 'affiliations. He said that every one can
reach and influence some Congressman, or has a friend who can wield
such influence. He suggested a con
vention of representative men to meet
at Santa Fe before Congress convenes
and urged the appointment by the
chair of a committee of sixteen to formulate ways and means to push the
statehood movement.
E. A. Fiske then offered a resolution
embodying this recommendation
and
which was unanimously adopted after
some discussion and expression
of
various
The resolutions
opinions.
read as follows:
e

50,-00- 0

The

Resolution1!

"Resolved, That It Is the sentiment
of this meeting that earnest and active
steps be taken at once and vigorous
ly prosecuted to induce the Congress
of the United States to pass a suitable
enabling act looking to the admis
sion of this Territory as a state and
to that end the president of this
meeting is hereby authorized to appoint a committee of sixteen representative citizens of this county,
Democrats and Republicans, to pre
pare an address to the legal voters of
the county of Santa Fe suggesting
in their judgment the most effective
course to pursue to accomplish
the
end desired."
Major R. J. Palen in taking the
chair declared himself an advocate of
statehood. He said that only two tangible objections against statehood
have been or can be urged: That is,
a state government will cost more
than the territorial form, and that
New Mexico is unable to govern itself.
As to the first objection, it Is true
that' a state government will cost
more but all good things cost and the
argument Is not worthy of consideration. As to the second, it Is an argument that can not be admitted, for
New Mexico is as well able to govern
itself as any other commonwealth.
Mr. Catron again took the floor and
said that he had just read an interview in the morning papers attributed
to. Mark Smith of Arizona in which
Smith said that he would oppose any
attempt to have New Mexico admitted
as a state unless Arizona was admit

ted at the same time. Mr. Ca'tron
said that it is unlikely that Smith will
be able to influence the Democratic
members of Congress to oppose statehood for New Mexico on those grounds
of New Mexico
for the admission
would vastly increase the chances for
the admission in the near future of
Arizona. He gave Secretary of the Interior Garfield the credit for bringing
President Roosevelt around to favor
single statehood for New Mexico and
repeated, that the people of New Mex
ico must organize and through organization, devise ways, manners and
means to attain the desired object.
Colonel George W. Prichard moved
that the meeting resolve itself into a
Santa Fe County Statehood Leagua
This motion was adopted without opposition.
Upon motion it was resolved to hold
another mass meeting on Friday ev
ening of next week at 7:30 o'clock,
when steps will be perfected for the
formal organization of the Statehood
League.
W. B. Childers
Heartily in Favor of
Proposition.
W. B. Childers,
of Albuquerque,
was asked by the chairman for an expression of opinion and in response be
said that present conditions in New
Mexico are intolerable;
have been
growing more intolerable every day,
He pledged the fullest
of
every party and of every faction in
Bernalillo county in the statehood
movement. While he had fought the
adoption of a constitution in 1SD0, he
now regrets that fact although there
was abundant reason at that time for
his position. He also maintained that
the statehood fight had its good effect
and that it brought about conditions
auspicious for single statehood.
Hon. H. O. Bursum, chairman of the
Republican territorial central committee, was then called upon and his remarks were to the point and were
freely applauded. He said that we can
afford to sacrifice almost anything in
order to obtain statehood. How to obtain it at present seems mostly a matter of organization and detail. We
must have harmonious action on the
part of the people. If we go to Washington divided we can not succeed.
Many Republicans thought it the part
of wisdom to do as most other states
have done before admission, formulate
a constitution and with it in hand seek
admission, but as there has been some
opposition to calling together the delegates elected last year for the purpose of formulating a constitution, especially from the Democrats who desired another chance at an election of
delegates, he was willing to waive this
matter. But the statehood movement
must come from the people; it should
not be manipulated by political leaders; it requires thorough organization,
and public sentiment on the question
must be aroused to its highest pitch.
He then discussed in a practical way
the desirability and the advantages of
statehood and representation in Congress. Mr. Bursum concluded by saymoveing that while the statehood
ment necessarily is a political one, yet,
the object to be obtained first is state- (Continued
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Occurs in Kansas
City Home
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Robber Uses Woman as
Shield Latter Receives
Contents of Shotgun.
Kansas City, Mo., Oct., 15. George
Smiley, aged 17 years, shot and killed
his mother, aged 42, In their home at
2943 Myrtle avenue, at an early hour
this morning. In a statement to the
officers Smiley stated that he accidentally shot his mother in an attempt to
defend her against a burglar who had
made an entrance into their home. He
is being held for investigation by the
police department.
The woman was Mrs. Lizzie Schol-fe- r
and was separated from her husband. The boy who did the shooting is
a son by a former marriage. He said
he was awakened from his slumbers
by screams, which eminated from his
mother's room. She was struggling
fiercely with a man and urged her
son to set his shotgun and shoot thi
man, who he states was a burglar. As
he fired, he said the burglar pushed
his mother in front of him, and she
received the full contents of the gun.
Smiley is crazed with grief and the
authorities are keeping a watch over
him to see that he does not do himself
bodily injury.
After an investigation the coroner
found Mrs. Scholfer's money and jew
elty untouched.
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Heirs of Late Nel
son Morris Divide

Estate
TOTALS

OVER

$30,000,000

Widow and Five Children to
Get $6,000,000 Each and
Securities.
Chicago, Oct. 13. The Tribune to
day says:
A thirty million dollar will contest
that was argued and settled out. of
court was disclosed yesterday when
the last testament of Nelson Morris,
the packer, was filed for probate. Thu
principal provision of the will has
been nullified. Instead of carrying
out the arrangement which would have
held the bulk of the estate in trust.
at least fifteen years, the widow ami
her four children will divide the property equally among themselves at
once.
Instead of half a million dollars
apiece and an annuity of $15,000 dur
ing the next twenty years, each of the
five principal heirs will receive
at
once six million dollars in cash ami
securities. The property was allotted
in equal shares to the widow and her
children In a binding agreement signed by the executors of the estate.
All the members of the family ex
cept Edward Morris, the oldest son
and the present head of the Morris
packing corporations, favored this
plan and Edward only yielded to their
wishes after the lawyers had been retained and a long drawn out legal contest was threatened.

12 TRACTS SOLD
AT $65 PER ACRE
Farmers' Development Company Near
Springer Bringing Settlers Reservoir System Building.
Special to the New Mexican.
SDrincer. Oct. 15. The lands which
have been put on the market recently
by the Farmers' Development Comnanv. oneratins sixteen miles west of
Springer on the Rayado river, and
which company is now constructing a
large reservoir and ditch system for
its lands which aggregate about
twelve thousand acres, entertained a
week ago a party of homeseekers from
the middle states and from Colorado.
Twelve tracts for farms were sold to
members of this party at an average
of $65 per acre and six more sales are
now being closed.
The outlook for the sale of every
acre of irrigable and level land under
the ditch system of this company is
of the best. The management, so far,
is very well satisfied with results.
The reservoir and ditch system will
be ready for operations next April.
The water supply will be ample and
the soil of the land under the ditch
system is of the very best and will
raise the finest crops of cereals, vegetables and fruits that can be produced
in the temperate zone.

SOUTH FRIEND
OF RAILROADS
Wei Known President of Transportation System Apprises Stockholders of This Fact.
New York. Oct. 15. That the south
is not hostile to the railroads is one
of the declarations appearing In Presi
dent W. W. Flnley's statement to tne
stockholders of the Southern railway.
In fact, President Finley says there
Is a growing feeling among the shipnor and travelers in that part ol tne
country in favor of reasonable treat
ment of railroad enterprises, ine
statement cites as indication of the
of the
industrial exnansion
South that during the last year 860
Innew plants of various sorts were
and
lines
Southern's
the
stalled along
the capacity of many of the older

plants enlarged.

WOULD ADOPT
UNIFORM SCALE
Two Greatest
Delegates Representing
Railroad Organizations meei to
Discuss Plan.
Now York. Oct.. 15. A joint conven
tion of the Orders of Railway Conduc
tors and Railway Trainmen is an
nounced to be held in this city tomorrow. The delegates will represent
more than one hundred thousand rail
road employes. The purpose of the
meeting is to discuss a uniform wage
scale. At present the men In some
sections- are getting more pay than
others for the same work. Many railroad presidents, it is said, have expressed themselves in favor ot a uniform scale.
-
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Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, per week, by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier
Oaily, per month, by mail
Pally, per year, by mall

$ .20

75
05
7.00

Dally, six months, by mall
Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months

3.75
2.00
1.00
75

Weekly, per quarter

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest n ewspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postofflce In the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

PRISON REFORM.
Prison reform and improvement in
the condition of convicts are questions
which have been pretty thoroughly
discussed by prison authorities and
by the people generally. In New Mexico the administration of the territorial
prison.while not exactly what it should
be, is much more humane and modern
than in many of the great commonwealths. For instance, the system of
striped clothing for the convicts Is
no longer in vogue here except for
convicts who deserve special punishment for violation of the rules of prison discipline. No contract system is
allowed, the convicts being kept busy
in road building, brick making and In
manufacturing clothing and shoes for
their own use.
A good
time system under which
convicts are allowed what is called
behavior
"good time" for
good
to
and
obedience
for
prison
rules has been in vogue for a
number of years and prisoners upon
discharge after a term of service In
the penitentiary who have behaved
themselves well are restored to full
The working hours are
citizenship.
not too long, the labor is not too hard
and the rations are of fair quality, ample in quantity and as well prepared
as Is consistent under the circum-

stances,

1X1CAK,
3ER

set-lin- g

laws is awaited with great interest.
The
dis
Pueblo
Chieftain
In
cussing the situation is of the
opinion that reports from the various
sections of the state where deer hunt
ing is progressing indicate that there
is much more than the usual number
of hunters in the field this year, and
that the number of deer killed is
correspondingly increased.
l't is quite unusual for any Colorado
assembly to refrain from amending
the game laws, and the recent legisla
ture was no exception to the rule, the
principal change being that whereas
the former law only permitted the
slaughter of deer with horns, (adult
males,) the present law allows each
hunter to kill a deer without regard
either to sex or age of pursuer or pur
sued.
Editorial writers on eastern papers
may bo expected to see in this abolition of sex preferment an outgrowth
of equal suffrage, but the real reason
was that under the old law the males
were diminished out of all proportion
as
and the entire species lessened
much it was claimed as though no
distinction of sex were made.
It is not quite certain what the effect the new law will be and expert
hunters differ in their opinions. Some
think the present law means extermination in a few years, while others
are inclined to think that on the
whole the present plan is the better.
One thing is certain, the next assembly will undoubtedly amend the law,
and the deer will not be exterminated in Colorado in two seasons.
It is
generally agreed that the ;deer have
been increasing in Coloradi in recent
years largely as a result of reasonable
game laws and their intelligent enforcement. No one wants to see the
deer exterminated, but on the other
hand there is no good reason why
their number should be greatly in
creased, and as the game becomes
more plentiful it. would seem to be a
sensible plan to lessen the restrictions
upon the hunters. If next season
shows a marked diminution In the
game animals, a stricter law will be

ttfJSTA jrjCN.H

ATTORNEY8AT-LAW- .

MAX. FROST,

Attorney at Law.
Santa Fe
New Mexico

15,

1907.

A. W. POLLARD,

Attorney at Law.
District Attorney, Luna County.
New Mexico.

Demlng

EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney at Law.
Practice In the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, In the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
Las Cruces, N. M.

coal fields which project looks favorA. B. RENEHAN,
able, the future of the Estancla valley
in the Supreme and DisPractices
Is assured and the Leader, the New
Courts. Mining and Land Law
trict
Mexican, believes will be in the lead
a Specialty. Office In Catron Block,
In the advance of that
and Santa
county
Fe, N. M.
town in the right line.

BAfJI
4

OF SANTA

;FE.

The oldest banking Institutio n in New Mexico. Established in 1870.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice Presl dent

Assistant Cashier.

BENJAMIN M. READ
Attorney at Law.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
Office: Sena Block, Pa'.ac Avenue.
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at Law.
Laa Cruces, New Mexico.
United States District Attorney.

FIRST fJATIOfJAL

THE

G. W. PRICHi .iD,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices in ail the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk., Santa Fe, N. M.

E. C. ABBOTT,
Pennsylvania capitalists to build the
at Law.
Attorney
road and to spend $2,500,000 In the
In the District and SuPractices
With
the completion of the
enterprise.
Courts.
Prompt and careful
from preme
Albuquerque Eastern Railway
to all business.
attention
given
and the Sauta Fe
Moriarty to Albuquerque
New Mexico.
branch line from Frost to the Hagan

THE GROWTH OF MONTOYA

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

tart- -

ed in Estancla,
.iinviiig ...unty
seat of Torrance county. Its name is
to be the Torrance County Leader,
and it Is to be Republican In politics.
This is good news. Good Republican
newspapers and they are universally
clean, bright and newsy, are a benefit
to tho community in which they are
published, Uniformly they are found
on the right side in politics and in
everything that goes for .the benefit
of the people of the town or city where
they appear. Estancla is a growing
town with very fine prospects for continued growth and prosperity. The
Leader in the opinion of the New
Mexican will lead in everything that
will stand for the progress of that
community. The town has done very
well since It was founded a little over
three years ago and the Leader will
help it to do still better. It is the principal point on the Santa Fe Central
Railway running from Santa Fe to
Torrance, the junction point with the
El Paso and Southwestern
Railway,
and Is in the center of a farming and
live stock section that is rapidly
with a very good and substantial
class of immigrants. It should be remembered that the road' was constructed and the settlement of the
town and county brought about in the
very first Instance by the efforts of
Delegate W. H. Andrews who induced
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JOHN K. STAUFFER,
MAX. FROST, Editor.
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Capital Stock, $150,000.

Surplus and Undivided Profits $63,500.

Transacts a general banking business in all Its branches. Loans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks in all markets for
Its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfers of money to all ports of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's term.

i

I

Liberal advances made on cons ignments of live stock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons In the banking line, and
aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as it

4
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with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety Deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public Is respectfully

THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propt.

CHAS. F. EASLEY.

One of the Best Hotels in the West

AND

(Late Surveyor General.)
NARA VISA.
Attorney at Law.
The steady and constant growth of
New Mexico...
Santa Fe
eastern New Mexico especially from a Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
taming standpoint is very satisfac
tory. In Quay county, for instance,
GEORGE B. BARBER,
where five years ago only cattle and
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
sheep ranged and there wasn't a hum- Lincoln, Lincoln County, New Mexico.
an habitation for ten and
Practice in the District Court and
twenty miles
quarter section after quarter section Supreme Courts of the Territory,
has been taken up and crops are raisPrompt Attention Given to All
ed. During the recent fair of
Business.
Quay
county at Tucumcari exhibits of farm
produce, were many, great and varied.
Referring to these in the vicinitv nf
the growing little towns of Nara Visa
and Montoya, the Tucumcari News
proudly remarks:
"Montoya and Nara Visa both hnd
splendid agricultural exhibits in separate booths ,at the fair grounds. The
isews was pleased to see the great
interest these people took in our
county fair. These communities hnvo
doubled in population this year, yes
quadrupled, and the class of settlers
is such that New Mexico
may be proud
of them. They are
energetic and industrious farmers and have located in
our country for the purpose of building homes for themselves and their
children. The News wishes to congratulate Montoya and Nara Visa on the
splendid exhibits thev had at the
Fair."

FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney at Law.
District Attorney for Second Judicial

Ctfisine and Table Service Unexcelled

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Washington Avenue

I,ACOME & GABUS, Proprietors.

i
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Hanging for capital crimes is still
District.
the law in New Mexico and this In
Practices lu the District Court and
due course of time will probably give
(he Supreme Court of the Territory;
As long as
place to electrocution.
also before the United States Supreme
criminals must be put to death the
Court In Washington.
most human methods should be used.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
of
the
prison
question
Discussing
reform and its conditions In Missouri
H. B. HOLT,
the Kansas City Journal advocates
Attorney at Law.
measures thrre which have existed
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
long In this: ie;Ti!t t- The paper says:
Practices In the District Courts as
"Senator F. M. McDavId, chairman
well as before the Suprgm- Court of
of the committee appointed at the last
the Territory.
session of the Missouri legislature to
study prison methods In some of the
MARK B. THOMPSON
large Eastern penitentiaries, is quoted
Attorney-at-Laas suggesting a number of interesting
District
Attorney,
Eighth District,
reforms that could be adopted with
Dona Ana. Lincoln and Otero CounAmerican and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
good results by this state. Perhaps
ties.
Heated.
Electric Righted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
the most striking recommendation
Las Cruces
New Mexico
in
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.
order.
which will be made is the substitution
So
far
President
But
Anothis.
law
whatever
it should
Roosevelt has not
the
of electrocution for hanging.
HARVIE DUVAL,
er is the abolition of striped uniforms, ue eniorcea ana nuuters as well as been able to get a shot at a Louisiana
Attorney at Law.
hear.
He
should
to
come
tho Pono
prison' contract system and "bobbing" residents of the game counties should
and Corporation Law ex
and,
Mining
give their support and approval to national forest and if he does he will
cf the convicts' hair.
In all the District
Practice
clusively.
be
sure of lots of sport in bear hunt- Courts
aniens ana omer omciais who are
"When these recommendations are
and Supreme Court. Special
to prevent and to punish law ing.
black
and
Brown,
cinna attention to perfecting titles and or
formally presented they will in all trying
mon
are
bears
breaking.
quite
plenti- ganizing and financing land and minprobability give rise to animated disful
in
the
and ing properties.
picturesque
cussion. There has been for years a
mountainous region north and
grand
STATEHOOD
THE
PARAMOUNT
Santa Fe, N. M.
determined propaganda against the
east of this city and the president Office, Laughlin Bldg.,
ISSUE.
system of farming out convicts in comThe New Mexican Is not particular could exercise his penchant for hunt
H. M. DOUGHERTY,.
petition with citizen labor, but finan- as to the
THE BEST PLACE IN TOWN TO GET A GOOD MEAL,
holding of a constitutional ing to his heart's content and with
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
cial considerations have been strong
at
convention
this
or
time
before
a
In
and
Practices
the
District
Supreme
enough to retain this policy. The bill for
an enabling act shall be pass
Courts of the Territory.
mere fact that this system makes the ed
From Albuquerque comes the report
by the 60th Congress. What this
New Mexico,
If You Have Not Taken p. Meal at The (Coronado) it
Office, Socorro.
is not an
penitentiary
that the territorial Sunday observance
desires
and
what
paper
workhas
it
Will Pay to Do so Why Not Join These People.
reason, however. The po- ed
for for forty-fou- r
years is the cre- law Is not observed In the Duke City
CATRON & GORTNER.
lice force and fire department of ci'tles
to
ation of the state of New Mexico, wUh-iany alarming extent and that vioare not
either. There
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law.
Its present boundaries, under its lations of its provisions are frequent,
conin
Catron Block.
is a rude justice
GOOD ROOMS WITH ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES.
making the
name, and within the short What is the matter? If the saloon Santa Fe
New Mexico.
vict pay for his punishment, but the present
II
est possible period. It has no axe of KeePei'8 and the liquor sellers in oth- New York plan, whereby the convicts
its own to grind but it has been and er sections and towns in the territory
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
make articles for the state institutions is
Short orders upon short no tlce. We cater to the appetites of our
grinding the axe of 'the neonle. of are ma(Je to abide by its provisions.
Public.
is a better solution of a problem
Notary
customers.
15fi
COME, COME, COME.
the whole people, regardless of sec- - wnv
those of Albuquerque? Are
Office with the New Mencai Print
which can never be ideally settled.
tion and regardless of politics In the ,hev of better clay?
ing Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
citizen must tax him
The
matter. This paper's paramount desire
self for his own protection, and, other
and greatest ambition is to have New' lVlany complaints and just ones at
ROMAN L. BACA,
things being equal.the evil doer should Mexico become a state and to
be nub- - tnat are made concerning the InsufflC'
Real Estate and Mines.
minimize this burden.
lished at the capital of the new state. lent an"
water service and the Spanish Translator, Notary Public.
"The reforms along the line of less- It Is willing and
and
to
Office Griffin
uncertainty
poor quality of elecaccept any
ready
Bldg., Washington
ening the humiliation of the prisoner and every plan that will hasten the tric lights furnished by the Santa Fe Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
will probably not excite much opposl admission of the Sunshine
Territory water and Light Company, a corpor
tion, for the sentiment, against unnec into me union or states. It is not at "u" wnose principal aim seems to
08TEOPATHY.
essary degradition is increasing all all wedded to any one idea but will oe to get all it can out of the con
DR. CHARLE3 A. WHEELON,
over the country. This sentiment may labor in every
flGEIiGY
right and proper way sumers and give as little as possible
Osteopath.
have its influence In favor of electro tor the passage of an
No. 103 Palace Ave.
enabling act by m return.
of
"
cution, as againsfHhe ignominy
Congress, for the election of the best
Successfully treats acute and chrou'c
GENERAL AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO FOR
hanging. But the treNd of opinion is citizens as memDers ot the constitu- - Th nani,M,.nn
diseases without drugs or medicines.
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ictir, just, equuaoie
last week
adopted
years before it is abolished in Mis
uuusuiuuon, tor us adoption strong resolution favoring the nom-b- y
OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.
souri, and the majority of the people
CONY T. BROWN,
the people and will do its utmost lnatlon of
Speaker Cannon as the
in this sta'te will probably favor the iui me eiwuuu oi
Mining Engineer.
fn- nepumican state, Republican candid
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Purely a Mutual Insurance Company.
most humane method of execution, so
and Treasurer New Mexico
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Secretary
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Your
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dency.
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state
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take
may legally
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School of Mines.
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human life at all."
Socorre
the best men, naturally Republicans
New Mexico,
agine.
In politics, to represent the new state
Court Fidelity and Public Official Donds Lowest Rates.
CORBET 4 8MYTHE,
THE GAME LAWS SHOULD BE EN in the national Congress. This is 'the
"If there were no worse resorts than
FORCED.
and
8trong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.
position of the New Mexican and this the theaters
Civil,
Mining
Hydraulic Engineer!.
open In Kansas' City on
and
General
will
advocate
and
paper
Assaying
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Contracting.
are
of
support
laws
the territory
,The game
this would be the most moral
U. 8.
Mineral Surveyors.
nhnnt ouv.v..qo Sunday
that will
..... hrlnw
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in the main sensible and In accordance erything
y In
the Union. Why strain at East sideDeputy
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Plaza.
Santa Fe, N. M,
auu
me
crniuie
oi
mis territory a gnat and swallow a camel?" Kanwith experience and methods that are
ycupie
to form a strong, efficient and
U
who
have
those
carefully
approved by
sas City Journal.
DAVID M. WHITE, C. E.
state government and to
studied the subject and who are true
so.
Just about
Tell the truth and
(Late Territorial Engineer.)
sportsmen and hunters. The laws become an influential and respected shame the devil is quite often good
member
of
of
union
Irrigation, Water Supply, Railroad
the
states.
This
should be enforced to the very letter
and Bridge Building.
years has unceas- policy.
and certain kinds of game should be paper for forty-fou- r
DIAMONDS
WATCHES
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
for
the
of
ingly
consummation
to
fought
&3
come
to
so
for
years
protected
are
More
and
banks
often
the
organized
of
being
desire
exthe
expressed
peonrevent wholesale slaughter and
more newspapers are being establishof
ple of the Sunshine Territory for
HOT TAMALE8.
termination of the species.
IGHT PRICES
ed in the Sunshine Territory. True
for
and
Eyaa Tested and
Hot Tamales, Chile Verde, Cfclte
and
sovereignty
In the neighboring state of Colorado
advanced
of
these.
If
as
now
it
looks
within
signs
twelve
progress,
Pozole
with
short
made
Colorado,
Cuorltos,
whore the legislative assembly
l&HT COOD3
Fitted by Up-- t
and Chicken Temole are amonsr
noma changes in the game laws at its months this desire will end in fruition,
President Roosevelt is with the peo- the Mexican and Spanish dishes whlcfr CAdHT SERVICE
star of the
Date Method
last Be38ion the Droner protection or and that the
srama and the result of the new laws state of New Mexico will be placed P of the Sunshine Territory In their are being served nightly at the
CUT GLA8S, CHINA AND 8ILVERWARE
Is being discussed widely, and theupon the flag of the union In the year efforts for statehood. More than half date short order house, The Bon Ton
N M
146 San Fran clacv St Santa
the battle for freedom is thus gained. Restaurant.
outcome of the provisions of the new of our Lord, 1908.
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that have been set'tled upon In and
adjacent to Tularosa.
As the securing of water rights and
titles
has been practically completed,
i
the mere detail of dam construction,
Sierra County.
water sheds, and distributing canals Is
have
Hirsch, Billiard
all that remains to be worked out. The
let a
contract on the Butler
general
tojKigraphy of the hills east
'mine near Hillsboro to Frank Packer. of Tularosa
is admirably adopted to
Messrs Hirsch, Bull.'ird and Wolford the
of vast quantities of wa
mining
have also bonded the lease adjoining
ter, and the engineering problems will

CURED TO STAY CURED.

(Homestead Entry No. 7208.)
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Sept., 23, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
Francisco Gallegos, of Jemes, N. M.,
has filed notice of his intention to
make final five-yea- r
proof in support
of his claim, viz: Homestead
Entry
No. 7208 made September 2, 1902, for
N
Section
SW
SE
the N
13, Township 18 N., Range 3 E and
that said proof will be made before
Marcus C. de Baca, Probate Clerk at,
4,
Bernalillo, N. M., on November
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MINES AND III

How a Citizen Found Complete Freedom from Kidney Troubles.
If you suffer from oacnactie

From urinary disorders
From any disease of the kidneys,
Be cured to stay cured.
Doan's Pills make lasting cures.
Santa Fe people testify.
Here's one case of it:
Alberto Garcia, living on Galisteo
street, Santa Fe, New Mexico, says:
The statement I gave some Ave years
ago relating to my opinion of Doan'a
Kidney Pills was correct In every detail and now I can positively and emphatically say that my cure has been
a permanent one. I procured Doan's
Kidney Pills at The Ireland Pharmacy
and used them for backache and too
frequent action of the kidney secretions, troubles which had annoyed me
more or less for a couple of years. I
used three boxes of Doan's Kidney
Pills and they cured me absolutely
and now I have a higher appreciation
of the medicine that I formerly entertained for them.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Milburcents.
Buffalo,
Co.,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
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Garfield mine.
bp comparatively simple.
The Barka group of copper claims,
As soon as the promoters of this Ir
located only a few weeks ago on the
rigation reservoir plan have perfectod
eastern slope of the Caballo mountains the minor details
they will give out
fourteen miles east of the camp ofi such information as
1907.
will thoroughly
.1
,1
,.
t
i
i
i
ni
lm AA
He names the following witnesses
"o.
to T. T. Lee of Lake Valley. The bond j
to prove his continuous residence upIs for a period of six months
lease
and
on, and cultivation of the land viz:
and the purchasing price la $10,000.
How to Cure a Cold.
Francisco Duran, of Jemez, N. M.;
The group is owned by the Barka
The question of how to cure a cold
Benito Gallegos, of Jemes, N. M.; ReBrothers of Arrey and several resi- without
fugio Armento, of Perea, N. M.; Jose
unnecessary loss of time Is
of Hillsboro and is only seven one In which
dents
we are all more or less
Maestas y Ruiz, of Perea, N. M.
miles from the station of Aleman on
MANUEL R. OTERO,
for the quicker a cold Is
interested,
the Santa Fe Railway. There are two gotten rid of the less the
Register.
danger of
parellel veins on which the five pneumonia and other serious diseases.
claims have been located. The returns Mr. B. W. L.
Take DeWltt's Little Early Riser
Hall, of Waverly, Va.,
from assays run 20 to 60 per cent, In has used
Pills. Sold by the Ireland Pharmacy.
Chamberlain's
Cough Remecopper, $0 in gold and eight ounces in dy for years
"I firmly beandsays:
silver. The pay streak of copper ex- lieve Chamberlain's
offered
some
are
Cough
Herewith
Remedy to
bargains
posed by eighteen feet of work is elev- be absolutely the best
on
preparation
by the New Mexican Printing Comen inches wide. The pay streak Is en- the market for colds. I have recompany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
closed by a good-sizebody of talc mended it to my friends and
they all
Teritory of New Mexico, 1S97, sheep
runs ten per cent In copper.
that
Misagree with me." For sale by all
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c;
Grant County.
souri Pleading forms, $5; Missouri
Code Pleadings, $C; the two for $10;
Despite the decline In copper, regA DYSPEPTICS HORROR.
When in need of anything In the ular shipments of ore continue from
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico, 1899, 1901, ond 1903. printing line, such as wedding cards, the camp at Santa Rita. Naturally,sev-era- l Is solid food. In nine cases out of tc
of the leasers on low grade prop- however, if the man with a weak stomEnglish and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; invitations, briefs, call on the New
Flexible-Cove- r
Mexican Printing Company, where ositions had to close down temporarily ach would take a glass or two of Dr.
full leather, $3; Sheriff's
Pocket Docket, slng'e, $1.25; all work Is guaranteed.
but many other leasers are continuing Lauritzen's Health Table Malt with
two or more books, $1 each; New Mc-work for they pay only 25 per cent sach meal, he would soon find that he
Trial Catarrh treatments are being .royalty on the fourteen cent copper, could eat anything. It's thu best tonic
ico Supreme Courts Reports. Nos. 3
to 10, Inclusive $3.30 each; Compila- mailed out free, on request, by Dr. while they have to pay 35 per cent In the world for a weak stomach.
H. S. KAUNE & CO.
tion Corporation Laws 75c; Compila- Shoop, Racine, Wis. These tests are .royalty when copper Is sixteen cents.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS. Phone 38.
tion Mining Laws, 50c; .iloney's Di- proving to the people without a penThe deposits of copper ore on
gest of New Me ico Reports, full ny's cost the great value of this
hill at Fierro are to be treated
No home Is so pleasant, regardless
scientific prescription known to drug- by a smelter to be built by the Brock- sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
of
Cathe comforts that money will buy,
Dr.
as
Snoop's
gists everywhere
man interests, if current reports can
STUDY THE MAP.
as when the entire family is In perfect
all
dealers.
Sold
tarrh
want
"ad."
by
Remedy.
Mexican
New
a
are
be
The
credence.
Try
deposits
given
The natural point on the New A., T. & S. F. Cut-offor the dis'.ribu
A bottle of Orino Laxativo
health.
immense.
tion of freight, having the advantage of the easy grades and short route
50 cents.
will
Fruit
costs
It
Syrup
S. S. Curry, president and George
to the East and West, and direct communication will nil points In lh Terof the Com- rure every member of the family of
Lonsdorf,
ritory.
stomor
sick
headache
constipation,
anche Mining and Smelting company
New Mexico Military Institute.
Wholesale houses are coining to Willard as soon as the Cut-of- f
is open.
ach
trouble.
sale
Ireland
For
the
by
the
firn nt Sllvpr Cttv
InsnpoHnir
a line farming country. The purest water in New Mexico.
Surrounded
by
MEXICO.
NEW
naimac
ROSWELL,
properties of the company with a view i
The geographical center of Torrance County and of New Mexico. The
"The West Point of the Southwest."
of ordering further improvements.
water point on the great A., T. & S. F. short line through Now Mexico.
OYSTERS."
"BOOTH'S
A carload of lead was shipped a
Army Officer Detailed by War DepartWillard is a growing town. Willard will make a City. Study the Map.
The very finest In the land have
ment.. Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL
few days ago from the Telegraph disFor
information, cal on or address
Ton
been
received
Bon
at
the
IN CLASS "A."
trict by Lucius P. Demlng. The ore just
are
These
first
Restaurant.
the
very
was taken out last spring while aspreparing
Thorough Academic course,
FRANK L. WALRATH, REAL ESTATE.
of the season and can be found only
sessment work was being done and at this
young men for college or for business life.
WILLARD, N. M.
where
are
place
they
Great amount of open air work. Healthiest
runs very high in lead. The nearest In
A
trial will convince
everything.
location of any Military School in the Union.
railroad point is Lordsburg.
you.
Located in the beautiful Pecos Valley the
V
WCVVS XXVCX
While running a drift just above
LVW KSSSX XXXSX 1VV ttVW
the water level on the Big Peak mine
garden spot of the West at' an elevation
To check a cold quickly, get from
of 3,700 fet above sea level, sunshine every
in the Fleming district, Leaser Smith
your drugist some little Candy Cold
struck a vein of high grade chloride Tablets called Preventlcs. Druggists
day, but little rain or snow during session.
Eleven officers and instructors, all graduof silver which varies in width from everywhere are now
dlsnensing Pre- THEODORE CORRICK Proprietor.
ates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
eight to two inches and specimens ventics, for they are not only safe,
furnished, heated,
from which assay as high as 400 but
buildings, thoroughly
decidedly certain and prompt.
ounces to the ton. The mine is own- Preventics contain no
lighted and modern in all respects.
quinine, no lax- REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W.
8
eu Dy isaman eiscner or snver uuy. atJve
nor
harsh
LIVERY. BOARDING AND
sickening.
nothing
G. Hamilton,
Vice President; J. Phelps
me lulloch Gold and Copper com- - Taken at the "Sneeze Stage'" Preven
White, Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson, Secrepany which filed incorporation papers ina will nrovfint Pnftiininnifl
Hrntv
FIRST-CLAS- S
CARRIAGE8BR VICE
last week in the office of the territor-- chltics, La Grippe, etc. hence the f.
tary, and W. A. Finlay.
Fpr particulars and illustrated catalogue
uu Bcuitaaij, iulcuub mi wui n. a biuui name, Preventics. uooa ror tevensn
OOOD SADDLE HOB8B8
or thirty claims in the Burro moun- - children.
address,
48 Preventics 25 cents.
J
J
FINS R108
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
tain district. On one claim, a forty-foo- t Trial boxes 5 cents. Sold by all deal
tunnel exposes good copper Indi- ers.
Superintendent.
120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
PHONE 132.
cations, while a shaft on another claim"
is in copper sulphide ore. The group
The New Mexican Printing Com
is twenty miles from Silver City and pany Is
prepared to furnish cards de
six miles from the proposed Burro visite for ladies or gentlemen on
Mountain Railway.
short notice, In first class style at
I am Sole Agent in this city for
G. E. Tener, president, whose home reasonable
prices, either engraved or
is at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, togeth- printed.
Call on the New Mexican
Thet Celebrated Hot Springs are the world. The efficiency of these wat- er with C. A. Congdon of Duluth, John Printing Company.
located
the midst of the Ancient, ers has been thoroughly tested by Oliver and Capitan Pitcairn of Pitts-(burg- ,
NOTICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS.
Cliff DuingS( twenty-fivand I. L. Merrill of Los Angeles,
miles west the miraculous cures attested to in the
We are pleased to announce that Fo
of Taosnd fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu- j who are directors of the Chemung CopFe, and out twelve miles from Bar matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's per company, spent last week at Ty- ley's Honey and Tar for coughs, colds
anca Staon, on the Denver & Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and rone, in the Burro Mountains, inspec- and lung troubles Is not affected by
the National Pure Food and Drug Law
Grande Rjiroad, from which point a Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, ting the company's properties.
Fit and wear guaranteed. Sole agent for "Crossetts" Men's
Gilbert
Charles
La
etc.
line
all
Female
f
Young,
dally
Jameyson, as it contains no opiates or othei
Grippe,
Complaints,
stages runs to the springs,
we
harmful
and
recommend
drugs,
Shoes,' "Best on Earth." Please call and convince yourself. No
The temprature of these waters is etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 Richard Lynt, H. A. Knight, Frank
from 90 tql22 degrees. The gases are per day; $15 per week; $50 per Tweedy and Roy J. Randall of the V. it as a safe remedy for children anfl
trouble to show goods.
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate month.
Stage meets Denver trains S. Geological Survey, arrived at Silver adults. For sale by the Ireland
A Wv
k T
C ' I 1 m m w mam.
tk.
very dry and delightful the year and waits for Santa Fe train upon re- City last week from Durango, and
round. Tlere is now a commodious quest. This resort Is attractive at all joined the A. B. Searles party in work
Keep your business ever before the
hotel for tie convenience of invalids, seasons and is open all winter. Pas- on the Silver City triangle. Tweedy
and tourist, People suffering with sengers for Ojo Caliente can leave and Randall will be detailed for spec- public by advertising in your home
consumption cancer, and other con- Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and reach Ojo ial work in the Santa Rita Mining dis- paper. A good advertiser always hau
success in any honest enterprise.
tagious disuses, are not accepted. Caliente at 4 p. m., the same day. trict.
These wateri contain 1,686.24 grains Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to
Several
Stomach troubles, Heart and Kidney
of alkaline silts to the gallon, being Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further par- Gila river near the Socorro border,!
can be quickly corrected
ailments'
the richest akaline Hot Springs in ticulars, address.
.
changed ownership last week, the pur-,
257 San Fran Cisco Street
a y'cnjjuuu iuiuu wj
cnaser Delng H. P. N. Gammel of El
Dr.
as
Shoop's
Texas, who acquired a group of gists everywhere
and lithographic
stone toratIve- - The PromPt anl surprising
Ojo Caliente. Taos County, N .M claims from W. C. Dorsey, an old pros-- ' relle wItn tni3 reme(Jy immediately
pector. The deposits are'only twelve brlnSa 's entirely due to its Restora-milefrom the nearest railroad point. ,tive action upon the controlling nerves
or tne stomach, etc. sold by all
dealers.
Blankets, Baskets, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Henry E. Jones, of Tampa, Florida,
Opals, Turquois, Garnets and Other Gems.
writes: "I can thank God for my
Keep your business ever before the
To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.
MOTTO:
OUR
present health, due to Foley's Kidney public by advertising in your home
Cure. i uieu uociors ana an Kinas
paper. A good advertiser always has
Of klrlnftV nllmO V11 nnttilni
J
iltc success in any honest enterprise.
uui uuimug uuuo no'
much good till I took Foley's Kidney
Cure. Four bottles cured me, and I
PABST'S BLUE RIBBON TAe Beer of Quality.
Foley's Kidney Cure will cure any
have no more pain In my back and caSA of kirtriGv trnnhlA that. 1st not
ANY QUANTITY FROM A PINT UP.
shoulders. I am 62 years old, and suf- PICTURES AND FRAMING
beyond medical aid. Sold by the Ire- iereu long, dui tnanKs to roiey's Km- - iand Pharmacy.
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINTney uuro i am weu and can walk and
and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Piomp
ING
recenjoy myself. It is a pleasure to
The New Mexican Printing
N.M. ommend
WEST SIDE
PLAZA
SANTA
Attention. Send for Catalogue.
it to those needing a kidney pany will do your job work
HOWLAND & DEWEY COMPANY,
medicine.
For sale by 'the Ireland neatness and dispatch.
510 S. Broadway, Los Angeles, Calif.
Pharmacy.
In most cases consumption results
from a neglected or improperly treatBIG RESERVOIR
ed cold. Foley's Honey and Tar cures
FLAT :
: BLANK :
NEAR TULAROSA the most obstinate coughs and prevents serious results. It costs you no
more than the unknown preparations
Proposed Project Will Irrigate Thousand you should insist upon having the
ands of Acres Ideal Location
genuine in the yellow package, For
"Elastic" Bookcase
For Dam.
ale by the Ireland Pharmacy.
the original and only perfect sectional bookcase
Tularsoa, N. M., Oct., 15. Plans are
Have your stationery printed by the
made. The doors arc
underway here for the construction
operof a huge reservoir in the mountains , New Mexican Printing Company,
ate on roller bearings, and
just east of this place, the water to be
positively cannot get out
impounded by means of a large dam.
of order. Bases furnished
The preliminary arrangements, it is
with or without drawers.
li uiieretua ua woaia mow
understood have already been comahont tha wonderful
Call and see them, or
M ARVEL Whirl ingSpry
send for catalog No. 105
pleted.
lb MW TmIbsI
ijrln.
Beil-M-ott
The reservoir will be of sufficient
New Mexican
con ten- By the
lent, it cleanae
to
to
water
Local
capacity
Impound enough
Printing Company,
agents. Santa FE, N. M.
JT
and productive Tularosa valley lands, H
1$
,u?i
I
flnri will
nthav hnf inrl Itimn fur
..... 0trnoatlif arja1c Art
... aslirlnry
TP
nk.iiid. in
j
Droblem nf mnsprvlnc onnnrh wntpr I' u nrtinnu ud direction tu- (FRAY PATENT.)
.
.
::in.vi. in i.riiM. MkitvcLio.
to irrigate thousands of acres of land Huitai4fHiiitwiKK.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., SOLE MAKERS FOR NEW MEXICO.
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Santa Fe Livery Stable

-

FEED STABLE

1

J

I

0J0 CALIETE

HOT SPRINGS.

"SCHWABS"

Celebrated Set Price Suits of

e

$10.00 $15.00 $20.00 25.00
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gpiegelberg- -
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ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.

I

s

Indian

n Mm

lm

am Curios

OUR PI ACE
OTTO RETSCH,

Proprietor.

Floe Vlnes, Liquors and cigars.
OF

tit

Kodaks and Photo Supplies.
ART

J

FE,

OPENING

non-bindin- g,

dust-proo-

f,

Evory Woman
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personal mention)

ESTABLISHED 1866.

Oregorla Herrera, Santa Cruz
was In town yesterday and pur'
chased ranch supplies.
General Manager S. B. Grimshaw of
the Santa Fe Central Railway was a
visitor yesterday at Estancia,
Mrs. William F. Brogan who was in
he city yesterday on a hrief visit to
friends returned last night to her
home in Albuquerque.
Edward W. Dobson, an Albuquerque
lawyer, was among las't night's arriv
als here and registered at the Claire.
He came to. attend to legal affairs,
R. C. Prewitt, of the insurance firm
of Prewitt and Prewitt, of Albuquer
que, spent the day in the city and look
ed afier insurance business,
Laz Noble, member of 'ihe Valley
Ami twii trill have health.
Ranch company, owners of the fine
nrn.t care should be taken of
health resort on the upper Pecos, was
ones health and Ballard's
in Albuquerque yesterday on business
Horehound Syrup will euro
Frank W. Beach of Orogrande, who
COUGHS, COLDS, CROUP,
has been in the city several days on
ALL
AND
BRONCHITIS
combined business and pleasure, left
PULMONARY DISEASES.
last night for the east, where he goes
Mrs. J. II. McNeil, gait
on important business.
Lake
City, Utah, writes:
Attorney W. B. Childers, of Albu
am eighty years old and 1
thank Horehound Syrup fur
querque, was among yesterday's arriv
als here and stopped at the Claire
having cured mo of coughs
colds and other like dlsoaaoB.
Legal business brought him to the
Three Sizes 25c, SOcand 1.03.
Capital City.
Register Manuel R. Otero of the U.
S. land office in this city spent a few
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
9
days last week in Albuquerque with
f
A IH."
91. lAViO, HW.i
his family and returned to his post ot
duty here Sunday.
Coal Oil Inspector James S, Duncan
Sold and Recommended by
of Las Vegas, arrived in the city toFISCHER DRUG STORE.
on
noon
the
and
is
train
day
regis
tered at the Claire. He came on offi
very promising mining claims In the
cial business.
Hillsboro district.
Elfego Baca, well known AlbuquerDr. H. M. Smith and wife, ot East
que attorney, has gone to Hillsboro on
Las
Vegas, registered at the Palace
legal business. He is also Interested in
Hotel yesterday. Dr. Smith attended
the sessions of the Territorial Board
of Health while here.
,
General Manager W. S. Hopewell of
the New Mexico Fuel and Iron Com
pany, registered at the Claire Hotel
last evening. He came to the Capital
G
on business for his company.
Thomas Elliott, of Mcintosh, inter
5
or Thin,
can fit every man, Large or Small,
ested in the townsite there and in the
Formed on Legs and Exuded a Watery
general real estate business, spent the
Come and let us show you our swell line thats all.
Matter Then Spread to Arms-K- ept day in the Capital. He had his name
Ankles Bandaged Over a Year on the Claire Hotel register.
Peter Alarid will leave tonight for
Until Skin Was Made Smooth and
Fort Bliss, Texas, where he will be
assigned to duty, having enlisted in
TORMENT WAS STOPPED
the regular army. He will be detailed
to the cavalry branch of the military
IN 3 DAYS BY CUTICURA
DRY GOOLS HOUSE IH THE CITY
service.
THR LARGEST AND MOST
Thomas S. Hubbell,
of
"In December 1905 I had a blood-re- d
Bernalillo
nickel
as
on
as
a
come
about
county, and a very popular
large
6pot
my loft shin about throe inches above citizen, was registered at the Claire
the ankle and in about two weeks the same Hotel
last evening. He came partly on
kind of a spot came on the right shin.
I did not know but it was poison from business and also to keep tab on the
SUCf-CRISFOR THE DAILY NEW MEXICAN. some black stockings but my wife said it political situation.
could not be for she had washed them
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
thoroughly twice. The spots spread
until they were some two inches across.
left this afternoon for Roswell via the
ankle-bonThen my shins and under my
commenced to break out in a fine Santa Fe Central Railway and the aurash which extended about halfway to my tomobile line from Torrance. He will
knees. The burning and itching were
remain at Roswell for several days
something terrible and later the rash ind when he returns will be accomFibegan to exude a watery matter.
am i
nally it went to my elbows and above panied by his wife and two children
WHITER GROCERY CO.
and below them.
I doctored with vho are now in that city.
two doctors but it did no good. I kept
Sheriff Charles C. Closson has re
my ankles bandaged for over a year.
he
One day a friend of mine said he believed turned from Albuquerque, where
3
the Cuticura Remedies would help mo. attended the territorial
fair.
His
in
sent
three days after
for them and
I
'
m
it
'"pedy trooting horse, Albertus, cap
using the Cuticura Remedies there was
FOR
The
skin cleared up Hired' second money In the 2:30 trol
a complete change.
emooth and the itching stopped. I am which too place Saturday.
Albertun
still using the Cuticura Remedies for,
in
been
had
trot
2:20
entered
the
week
some
And
or
a
little
will
once
so,
Vegetables
Fruits
spot
Mi
which was pulled off Wednesday but
break out in a fine rash and commence
to itch. But washing with Cuticura was off his feed and did not race.
coffee,
Soap and putting on Cuticura Ointment
of All Kjiads in
Mr. and Mrs. C. M, Surfus returned
drives it all away. I am seventy-on- e
Geo. N .Westcott, Postyears old
to Santa Fe last night after an ab
master, Ceylon, N. Y., Apr. 29, 1907."
sence of three and one-hal- f
i
months,
Season.
during which time they visited rela
tives at Chicago. Illinois, Fort Wayne,
and Columbia City, Indiana and Van
Baths with Cuticura Soap and
Ohio. Mr. Surfus' parents reside
Wert,
Anointings with Cuticura.
at
Columbia City and Van Wert is the
Soak the feet on retiring in a strong,
hot, creamy lather of Cuticura Soap. former home of Mrs. Surfus. Mr. SurDry, and anoint freely with Cuticura fus was formerly bookkeeper for the
Ointment, the great Skin :Curo. BandSanta Fe Hardware and Supply comage lightly in old, soft cotton or linen. pany but may decide to
A
engage in the
For eczemas, inflammations, and chafings
curio business.
of the feet or hands, for redness, roughness, cracks, and fissures, with brittle,
Dr. J. H. Sloan returned last evenshapeless nails, this treatment works
from Kansas City, Missouri, where
ing
wonders.
Guaranteed absolutely pure.
he has been for some time at the
Complete External and Internal Treatment for
Every Humor ot Inlanta, Children, and Adulta
bedside of his aged mother, who has
Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
S. E. Comet
consists of Cuticura Soap C!5c.) to Cleanse the Skin,
Cuticura Ointment (title.) to Heal tho Skin, and
been suffering from an attack of
Cuticura Resolvent (olio.), (or In the form of Chocolate
Coated Pills 25c. per vial ot 60) to Purity the Blood.
pneumonia. When he left his mother
Hold throughout tho world. Potter Drug & Chem,
was convalescing, and later she will
Corp., Sole Props., Boston, Mass.
Mailed Free, Cuticura Boo oa Skin Diseases,
come here to recuperate and spend the
winter. Dr. Sloan left this city originally with the intention of attending
a house party at Spirit Lake, Iowa,
but had no sooner arrived there when
he was summoned to Kansas City by
his mother's illness.
Dr. I. W. Woodman of Taos, a recent arrival with his family in that
section and who came to the territory
after reading literature prepared by
the editor of the New Mexican, went
in
home this morning. Dr. Woodman was
Why
granted a license to practice medicine
Wood
We
in the territory, yesterday by the Territorial Board of Health. He has arOil
machine and
ranged to ship an
electrical apparatus he owns from his
old' home In Morrisville, Pennsylvania,
to Taos, which will be the future home
is
v
of himself and family,
SPORTING GOODS OF ALL WINDS.
in
Marcos Castillo, the well known
clerk of
judge and
NOW IS THE TIME FO R FOOT BALL
I'' t
this city, is spending a few days in
the Capital City on business and to
We
1
visit his family here. He now resides
in San Pedro, to which place he went
a few months ago where he is in business. He will return to San Pedro
PLUMBING CALLS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.
about the latter part of the week, Mr.
PHONE 14.
Castillo states that mining matters are
quiet in the camp as the Santa Fe
Gold and Copper
Mining company
has greatly reduced Its force of miners and teamsters. About fifty miners
are employed In development work
Pistols.
Shot
and cleaning up.
Guns,
Iron Pipes and Fittings, Camp Out fits, Pishing Tackle, Ammuuition.Rifles,
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the latest and most desitable effects
Patterns.

in

Dress Goods and Silk Waist

Also a Complete Up-i- o Date Line of Mens
Youths, Boys and Childrens Clothing at
lowest prices. Our Merchant Tailoring Department is the best
in the city and we

The new Fall and Winter Samples are in, and we are ready
toshowyouthe best line
ever seen in the city

GUARANTEE SATISFACTION
CALL

We keep on making Clothes to

Jip

P.O. Box
For

Half

a

Center?

BE COJWIJWED

219.

tlie

o

Phone No. 36.
Goods

Leading Dry

House, in

the City.

sac

ke

I U

"

L

CHARLES

j

WAGNER

furniture

SPOTS

Fat

We

1903.

FALL
OPENING

ae

be-causewema-

INCORPORATED

If

Th iS'ecrel of old
is Health Itee

order, because men keep on
wanting them. They keep
on wanting them
Clothes
to please them

1907.

15,

Iron and Brass

Company.

Beds, Rattan Goods,

Kitchen

corner stands, just Received.

Cabinets,

Book

EMBALMING

and

AND

UNDERTAKING

NATHAN SALMON.

A SPECIALTY.
306--

8

Sao Francisco St.

Night Call 'Phona

gSMgwig

L!-a-

'Phone

N,

10.

1.

n"

r

MM

When You Want to Buy,
Sell or Exchange

es

x

'Me
Wthe

-

mm
ksf

-

-

HOUSE
COFFEE

fire fried ifimnVu

FOOT COMFORT

P. v.

Keep Busy Until You
PRICE$3.00.

Fnd

D. S. LOWITIKI

Goods Sold on Easy Payments. Large Stoc
of Picture Moulding.

BUTTER

Specialty.

Plata,

1

r

HEATING STOVES AND RANGES
Ranges Cheap Not Cheap Ranges

not be comfortable cold weather,
and
have anextensive line of Coal
Heatersfrom which to make selection at
prices that defy competition.
Our stock of Horse coversPbshlap robes Harness
and SadJles the most complete ever shown
the city,

few

liiiiu;

y.

Willi JQ

-

HOnSEHOLD

y

invite you to call and inspect our
lines, no trouble to shsw goods.

WP

DAVS

(Continued

on

Page Bight)

PURE FOOD WHISip
Our goods having been bought
in bond--Th- e
Pure Food Laws
have not changed any of our
labels.

Phone No.

"THE CLUB."

94.

Santa Fe Concrete Block Company
Reference: Quality of Blocks Produced.

SEE OUR NEW FACE PATTERNS

GEO. S. BLTJlsr T,
0

THE IRELAND

PESqiPTIOJI

IMZ'GKR.

PHARMACY

$

SPECIALISTS

Your Prescriptions arc Filled
Carefully and Accurately by a
Registered Pharmacist.
Phone 41

Phona

41

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

15,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

1907.

iiiMnn niTU
u

minim

4
in and See Over 800
of the Finest Woolen Samples in New
on--Co-

me

HAVE THE GOODS
YOU GET THE FIT The prices
Mexico-W- E

are right.

EHLE3
HABERDASHERY.

OF DEPOSIT

A ND

Tnnioci

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

Place your account with ui NOW,
and when, a little later on, you may
want to borrow money for any purpose whatsoever, you will find us amply able and disposed to accommodate
you on the very best terms and rates
obtainable anywhere.

papers of any
kind, such as deeds, notes, Insurance
papers, etc., why not rent one of ur
Safety Deposit boxes, where your
papers will be safe In our
If you have valuable

fire-pro-

vault?

Hi WW 8

II

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL
much the largest asset we have in out business.

customers saj to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz
can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
for.

only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

It

seats

ALBUQUERQUE,

eight years of ago and unmarried. Ho
is survived by his aged father, one
brother and one sister. The funeral
services will take place tomorrow
morning. Requiem mass will be celebrated at 7 a. m., at Guadalupe Church
of which the deceased was a member.
ou Page

(Continued

BIRTHDAY PARTY BY
METHODIST WOMEN
Ladies Aid Society Issues Unique
vitations to Social at Home of
Mr. and Mrs. Smythe.

'

I Oc

a Package

PRICE'S CELERY
Cents.

a Package

I Oc

FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES, SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURR1ES. HACKS.

2

V

n

YOU

HIT TH1 RIGHT

S

FLOUR

Phone 38.

it.

AND MED.

Sole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL 8TOCK FOOD.

HEiSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POT ATOE3, 8ALT AND SEEDS.
IE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN MOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO-

Santa Fe, N. M.

KERR'S
The only

Parlors

:
firtt-clas-

s

Pour first-clas- s
artists : :
Electrical Baths . . . , 11.50
.26
Other Baths
Parlors located West 81de Pi
11.

KERR,

Pioprieto.

G

is complete. WE CAN

SAVE YOU

MONEY.

China, Glass and Queensware
6

Furniture and House it
Ranges and HEAT
Granite, Iron and

mim at lowest p ices,

;;

mm furnishings;
yiilaiiit

tin-Wago- ns,

Buggies,
Colcrs.
nish, Dry
tine, Wall paper and

Stoves,
ERS.
ware, Crockery.
Paints, Oils and
Var-Ka'somin-

e,

Alabas-Windo- w

glass.

Bargains in Harness and Saddlery
OUR

PLUMBING

DEPARTMENT ISUNEXCELLED. WE CAN SAVE
YOU MONEY.

OPEN SEASOjy
Quail, Wild Turkey
Mountain
Grouse.
We aro headquarters for Guns and
Ammunition.
Phone No, 83.

Mall orders given prompt attention.

EVERYTHING

IN

HARDWARE

FAYWOOD HOT SPRINGS
CELEBRATED - HEALTH-RE-SORIN THE SOUTHWEST
T

waters of the Springs have proven very beneficial and

thor-

cases of Kidney troubles, Locomotor Ataxia,
Rheumatism, Gout, Neuritis, General Debility, and a perfect tonic for
of the human system, body and mind.
the
First class hotel, with modern Improvements, at the Springs.
Rooms with bath if required. The greatest of care and attention liven
s
s
to guests and invalids, fable
and to suit. Miles of
roads In vicinity of Hotel and Spurlngs; carriages, huggies and
sadle horses furnished on application.
Climate of the best, especially from September 1st to June 1st
Address for particulars and for circulars.
oughly efficacious

in

first-olas-

first-clas-

WHY DID YOU COME WEST?
To rest, recuperate, hunt, fish, breathe fresh, pure air, see mountain
scenery, get a change, live a new and fascinating life under new conditions,
and get food that needs no pure food law.
That's why you came west!
There Is a beautiful little valley that nestles between the hlr'iest mountains of the Rockies on the upper Pecos river; Ideal altitude, 7,000 feet, and
temperature identical with Santa Fe. , Its streams swarm with trout
The
and the woods and ranges are filled with game large and small.
ranchers live the life of the west There are mountain lion, bears, deer
and wolves for the hunter. There are saddle ponies to be had for the
tent
asking, rooms ia a big, rambling ranch house with wide verandas,
rooms or a cabin if you want it. The days are never dull. You see a
great ranch eand the genuine western life. Fresh milk, butter and eggs--all
you can drink and eat. Sleep In blankets at night fish in your shirt
sleeves during the day. You couldn't spend more than $9 a week if you
tried.' Its the place you are looklrg for. Accommodations for both men
and women.

-

iPALD-IN-

B

line end our stock

The

in city.
Second to none In Territory.

W.

Those who lave aalt.wlth us don't
have to be told how excellent our specialties ara. And those who don't
know our four and feed are losing
something every day they remain unacquainted. If you are on of theac
fal order at
you should g We ui a
once.

LEO

PHDK

FSSMD

when you strike thlB establishment
We handle nothing but
FIRST-CLAS-

you

Orders Filled for Any Amount. Mail Orders
will Receive Prompt Attention.

Capital

.

ive agents f r THE CEL

And All Kinds of Mineral Waters.

FRUITS OF 0LL KIHDS

H.S.WC0.

and fit up for FOOTBALL. We are exclus

LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BEER

CALL UP 'PHONE NO. 9

GHAS. CL0SSON.

I

HENRY
KRICK
.Sole Agent for

Montezuma Avenue.

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Line Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

s

THEjAM

Any

M

this

SODA WATER,
Flavor
Desire.

FOOD

M.

PUT AWAY
EBRATED

BERRIES

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watche. Jewelry, Diamonds.

SANTA ROSA, N.

M.

In-

A "birthday" party will be given on
Thursday evening. October 17, at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. V. R. Smythe,
under the auspices of the Ladies Aid
society of St. .John's Methodist Episcopal church.
Enclosed in the envelope with (he
invitation was placed a tiny silk bag
which the recipient was instructed to
return with as many pennies as he
or she was years old.
The invitations are unique in
themselves and contain the following little rhyme:
"We enclose in this letter, a little silk
sack;
"Please come and bring it or else send
It back
"With a penny enclosed, for every
year old,
"Which we ask as a favorpray don't
think us bold.
"Should the years be such that you
care not to tell,
"A dollar in silver will answer as
well.
"We.promise to give you some good
things to eat,
"And also to furnish a musical

at

N.

Your Baseball Outfits

Eight.)

The New Mexican Printing Company has the largest, most modern
and best arranged book bindery In the
TL best kind of work
Southwest.
only turned out. Prices very low am
satisfaction guaranteed. If you have
books to bind, whether the largest
ledger or Journal, or magazines and
pamphlets or need any other binding
call for figures, samples and prices of
the New Mexican Printing Company.
The company Is anxious to serve you
and will give you satisfactory rates.

Was 12

"

Main Office, LAS VEGAS,

N. M.

Handsome Cup and Saucer
in Each Pail

WHOLE WHEAT

LIVERY STABLE

I

BLFEL

CM:

"Awaits you and your sack
grand birthday party."

New Breakfast Food

ic our guarantee.

SQPITT7

Compare Our Goods and Prices. We Can Supply you
Houses. Try Us.
Quicker and Better Than Far-of- f

CAPITAL COFFEE

i a great

Every article carries with

satisfaction to buy at a store like this.

GROCERIES, HARDWARE, IMPLEMENTS, SADDLERY
CROCKERY, DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, HOOTS,
SHOES, HATS, MILLINERY, CLOTHING

hearty

Per Pall $1.00

Eeliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed

CO.

Small or Large Orders for Anything in

Prepared to

treat.

To have our

ILFELD

LARGEST WHOLESALE HOUSE IN NEW MEXICO

"So try to be there.for a welcome most

Try a Pail of

PAGE FIVE.

CMS.

lunooj

e

4 Per Cent on Time Deposits
ON CERTIFICATES

1

1

Mrs. Renehan will not be home tomorrow as usual on uccount of sickness.
Manager A. M. Dettelbach of the
local opera house announces that he
has booked the Griffith Hypnotic company for a week's engagement beginning Monday, October 21st.
William Frazer, sheep raiser in
the Estancia valley has just sold and
delivered 3,000 sheep to Montoya
brothers, sheep raiBers at Bernalillo,
Sandoval county. The figures obtained
are very satisfactory to the seller.
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall
of the U. S. Indian Training School,
has a position for a housekeeper open,
which can be obtained upon application, providing the applicant can comply with requirements. The salary at
first is $30 per month Including board
and room.
The Santa Fe Central Railway announces a rate of one fare for the
round trip from all points on its system to Santa Fe on account of the
Norris and Rowe circus which will
24.
exhibit here Thursday, October
Tickets will be placed on sale October
23, good for return October 25.
Josus Lovato died on Oc'tober 3 at
his home in Lamy.' He succumbed to
an attack of typhoid fever after an
illness of only three days. The deceased was eighty-onyears of age. He
was born at Galisteo and had spent
his entire lifetime in Sauta Fe count'.
Feliclano Lovato of Lamy is a son of
the deceased.
No news has been received from
Captain John W. Green, who was recent ly appointed superintendent of the
territorial penitentiary, by Governor
Curvy, to take effect January 1st,
1908. Captain Green is in the northwest on duty as a special agent of the
Indian office, in connection with the
liquor traffic
suppression of illegal
among the Indians.
Leo Hersch is having a cement sidewalk laid alongside his several pieces
of property adjoining Washington avenue, which, altogether, will be two
hundred feet in length. The pavement
be laid in front of Mr. Hersch's
residence and the cottage recently
erected by him on the opposite corner
as well as alongside the vacant lot
adjacent on the south.
Julian Urlos'te died yesterday at the
home of his brother, German Armijo,
on Agua Fria street. His death resulted from fever after an illness of but
a few days. The deceased was thirty- -

We Made that Swell Suit Mi

has

1

BL

Inquire this

office

or

address THE VALLEY RANCH,

itaoi

N, M.

THOS. C. M'DERMOTT,
Faywood Hot Springs, Grant County, New Mexico.
11

"HOI OY8TERSI HOI"
The first of the season just received
at the only
short ordei
house, The Bon Ton, where they are
being served to your taste. Call and
be convinced. They handle A. Booth's
New York oysters, which come In
sealed cans.
Subscribe for the Daily New
and get the news.

The Weekly New Mexican Review
by the New Mexican
Printing Company every Thursday. It
contains the most reliable and latest
territorial mining, educational, stock
raising, railroad social and political
news of the week from all points of
the Territory. It is anexcellent paper
to send to friends in the east. Price
fivo ceuts per copy.

Is published

,1"

I
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Rail-

September

way Company

Palace.
H. M. Smith and wife,
H. A. Chamberlln, Topeka,

Las Vegas;
Kansas; A.
C. Tedrick, Kingman, Kansas; W. C.
Adkinson, Broken Arrow, Indian Ter-Toledo
ritory; M, C. Longenecker,
Ohio; J. E. Johnson, A. E. Welch, Chi-
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TiaE TABLE
August

Sunday,

No
1

ft

7

p

p

SO

p
p

cago.
Claire.
W. S. Hopewell, W. B. Chllders, T.
S. Hubbell, E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque; Thomas Elliott, Mcintosh; P. B.

2

28
29

p
p
6,370 3 38 p
6,250 3 00 p
ft

7,U0O
B.WO

"
Stanley ... "
"
... "
Uorlarty
" .....Molutoth... "
"
K.tuuoln.,.. "
Wlllard.... "

pi

49 p
19

lAltl No

K...Arr
Lv...nnt
"
Knuuedy.... "

4u v

i 4!
3 :t)
4
4 29

Stattoui.

Ml

1

1907.

11,

North Bound

South Bound

4

8 47r

Mgarde, Charles T. Martin, Globe, Ari
zona; J. A, Hamblin, Chihauhau, Mex- co; Annie Gorman, Fresno, Califor
nia; E. A. Stevens, St. Joseph, Missouri; W. A. Bagby and wife, Dawson;
B, S. Phillips, Buckman; A. L. Fellows
Denver; W. Jones, Chicago; R. H.
Brown, Trinidad, Colorado; J. B. Brok-an- ,
Tontl, Illinois; W. E. Sunderland,
Paul
R. C. Prewitt,
Albuquerque;
Flesher, Denver; F. E. Landt, Chicago; W. A. Boger, Albuquerque; Rafael
Granito, Cerrillos.
Normandie.
Mrs. Till, Albuquerque; Alfred Mir- anion, Taos; Manuel Sanchez, Jose S,
Shavez, Durango, Colorado; P. Ragn- enau, Colorado Springs; Aniceto Abey-ta- ,
Espanola; Jacobo Baca, Willard;
RodriDolrotello Roibal, Donaciano
guez, Dubijen Apodaca, Antonio, Colo- Michael Hart, Las Vegas;
ado;
Marcelino Baca, East Las Vegas;
Baca, Los Angeles; Fred Kel
ler, Antonio Suinia, Albuquerque.
Coronado.
A. S. Martin, Mrs. Emily Martin,
Mrs. Amanda Johnannsen, Hydro, Ok
lahoma; Charles Holloway and wife,
Alamosa. Colorado; Thomas Collier,
Lamy; O. C, Roper, Clanton, Alabama;
Crecencio Manzanares, San Miguel;
H. J. Sandoval, Albuquerque;
Lyman
Scott, Alamosa, Colorado.

p

2 iffi
2 13
12 41

B.175:
6,1401

Arr....Torrauo..Lv

p
p

15

11

Freight, Passenger and Steamship
business.

Pullman berths secured by wire.
At Santa Fe, with
Connections:
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
Atchisoii, Topeka & Santa Fe RailToway. At Kennedy, with Atchison,
e
peka & Santa Fe Railway. At
&
Southwestern
Paso
El
with
Tor-rane-

fcystem.

t. I.

GRIMSMAW,

General Freight and Pataenger Agent
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Arrive
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CUNNINGHAM
Arrive )'.'.'. '.'.CLINTON HOUSK JUNCTION
CLIFTON HOUSE JUNCTION
RATON, N. M
Arrive.
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Leaves
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Connects with Kl I'aso A Southwestf ru Ry. train 124. arriving in Uawson, . m aio.iu p. in.
.
Connects with El I'aso A Southwestern Ky. train 125, leaving Dawson, N. M. at 10:05 a. ir
ti
M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
Stage for Van houten,to Nand
M.
N.
from Taos and Ellzubethtown,
Counects with Stage
Dos Moines, and E.
Track connection with A. T. & S. P Ry., at Raton and Preston, with C. & 8. Ry. at

tI

11

& 4.

if
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Iachine
X.

cents each.

$3.00

h

per dozen.

each.
h

RECORDS 50c Each.
$5.00

Per

SELLS
FOR $2,000,

Range

in

$7.20

Diac Records

$1

Machinet.
Price

Disc Machines

I

each.

from

range

1,

Oct., 15

R.

A.

M.

Regu-

lar convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
S. SPITZ, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Sec'y.

in full on the first page. The pages
10
Inches. Vk01, books are
made up in civil and criminal dockets, separate of 32 pages each, or
with both civil and criminal bound In
one book, SO pages civil and 320 pages
criminal.
To introduce
them they
are offered at the following prices:
Civil or criminal
$2.75
Combined civil and criminal.... $4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
Cash' In
by mall or prepaid express.
full must accompany
order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.

are

OAVID

L

MAX KALTER, N. G.
LEO HERSCH, V. O.
MILLER, Sec'y.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
holds Its regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting brothers are Invited and welcome.
R. H. HANNA, E. R.
J. O. SENA, Sec'y.
FRATERNAL

UNION.
'

i

Dn,on of America. Regular meetings
rst and third Mondays In each month
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall,
San Francisco Street. Visiting Frat-er- a
welcome.
M. E. ORTIZ, Fraternal Matter.
GREGORIO RAEL, Treat.
OAVID GONZALES, Sec'y.
"BOOTH'S FRESH OYSTERS."
Black Bass, Lake Trout, Perch,
Salmon, Silver Herring, Bullheads,
Frog's Legs, Lake Trout, Lobsters and
Shrimp can be found only at the Bon
Ton Restaurant, where they can cook
just to your taste.

DIRECT ROUTE
T- O-

A. C.

The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;
To Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo is Via the

(

4

per Dozen.

N. M

-

$10 per Dozen.

Dozen

Cylinder
'

Disc Records 60 cents

Santa Fe Chapter, No.

4

Bennett Is confined in jail here pending the arrival of an officer from Amjarilla, Texas, where he is wanted on
a charge of uttering worthless checks.
Bennett was arrested In the carnival

I

CYLINDER

FOOT

HALF

25

t
1

A.

DISC

ChMJE

Records

P. Cylinder

iCODS

DISC

FIT AJiY

Fit Any Cylinder

v

f

Albuquerque,

OUR

Our Cylinder Records

Montezuma Lodge, No.
1, A. F. & A. M. Regular communication first
Monday of eacn month
at Masonic Hall at
?:30 p. m.
R. H. HANNA. W. M.
ALAN R. McCORD, Sec'y.

five-yea- r

TEXAS CHECK ARTIST
HELD IN ALBUQUERQUE.
ARE OBTAINED.
ONLY PERFECT RESULTS
RECORDS.
COLUMBIA
AND
COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONES

SOCIETIES.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1.
Homestead Entry No. 72C9.)
14th degree. Ancient and
Accepted,
Department of the Interior,
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
on the
September 16, 1907. t 7:30third Saturday of each month
o'clock In the evening in
Julio
that
Notice is hereby given
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
nofiled
N.
has
M.,
of
Pecos,
Roybal
Scottish Rite Masons are cortice of his intention to make final Visiting
dially Invited to attend.
his
of
In
claim,
support
proof
CHARLES A. WHEELON, 32,
viz: Homestead Entry No. 72C9, made
Venerable Master.
SecSW
the
for
October 6, 1902,
HENRY F. STEPHENS. 14, Sec.
tion 22, Township 17 N., Range 12 E.,
and that said proof will be made be
I. O. O. F.
fore the Register and Receiver, at
1907.
Santa Fe, N. M., on October 23,
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2. I. O. O. F.,
He names the following witnesses
meets
every Thursday evening In Odd
to prove his continuous residence upFellows'
Hall, San Francisco Street.
viz:
the
land,
on, and cultivation of,
Cresenclo Roybal, Epifanio Gonza Visiting brothers welcome.

W

'f t

1907.

Sant Fe Comnunderjr No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder P- -s
second Saturday in each
elieve backache, weak kidneys, and
month at Masonic Hall i
inflammation of the bladder. Sold by 7:30 p. m. C. J. CRANDALL, E. C.
the Ireland Pharmacy.
H. F. STEPHENS, Recorder.

Take something now and then to
help the stomach. Kodol will do this,
It is a combination of natural diges
'ymrron.3!?.1! a depot for following stations in N. M.: Coate, Ponll Park, Rayndo and Red Lakes,
Elizabeth-own- , tants
and vegetable acids and con
Black
Ccrro,
Lakes,
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following stations in N. M.: Arrojo Seco, Aurora, Baltlj,
same juices found in a heal
tains
the
Valdez.
and
Red
River
Taos,
Twining
de
Rauchos
Taos,
City, Talpa,
Lobo, Questa,
(hy stomach. It is pleasant to take,
VAN
J.
HOUTEN,
J. DEDMAN,
It. digests what you eat. Sold
Vlco Vrfis. and Gen. Mer.
russenpc.i ngi.
by the
Superintendent.
RATON, N. M. Ireland Pharmacy.
RATON, N. M.
RATON, N. M.

I.

15,

MASONIC.

To-ma-

Texico, N. M., Oct., 15. Joseph
Gasaway, the owner of a splendid
claim six miles northwest of Texico
jhas disposed of the same to A. C
York of Van Baren, Indiana, the con
isideration being $2,000. Mr. York
takes possession on January 1, 1908
This is about the tenth transfer of
good homesteads near Texico within
the past ten days.

H05B.ro
'fO a. iu

!

MAN

CLAIM

Saturday

Lee

9, 1907

Notice is hereby given that Jose
D. Gonzales of Rinconada, N. M., haa
'
filed notice of his intention to make
final five year proof in support of his
claim, viz: Homestead Entry No. 9378
made May 8, 1906, for the lots 3 and 4,
Sec. 20. T. 23 N R. 10 E., and H. E,
No. 11701, made July 3, 1907 for lots
6 and 7 Sec. 20, Township 23 N. Range
10 E. and that said prpof will be made
before the Register and Receiver, at
Santa Fe, N. M., on October 23, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Gabino Rendon, of Santa Fe, N. m.,
s
Ezequlel Mestas, of Dixon, N. M.,
Rubel
N.
M.,
of
Dixon,
Atenclo,
Salazar, of Dixon, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

40p.m.

uop.m, TEXICO

gt

T&j

STATIONS

22
25

p. m

Friday

.

Pes
Moines
i

Mouday
Wednesday.

hw2:S.
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VERMKJO
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N

viiilivu iiiNrrV(V
koehlkr

41

UC?am"

ji'l

Ar...(

s

Thurnluy
Saturday
2 2.
12 40

RATON

Leaves

0

2.J

p.m.
30p.m.

i)aiiy

Katon

13

iy-m-

910a.m
9U)a.m

STATIONS

from

NoSC

Auto
(jBr
Dully
Ex. Sun.

No. I

Miles

J

Daily

Z

TZZ
7

v

FRATERNAL

les, Romulo Roybal, Simon Vlveash,
all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
If rea coffee disturbs your
Register.
your Heart or Kidneys, then try
this clever
coffee
imitation Dr,
Shoop's Health Coffee. Dr. Shoop has
The New Mexican Prlnticc Comclosely matched old Java and Mocha pany has prepared civil and criminal
Coffee in flavor and taste, yet it has
dockets especially for the use of jusnot a single grain of real Coffee in It,
tices of the peace. They are especialDr. Shoop's Health Coffee. Imitation
with printed headings, in
is made from pure toasted grains or ly ruled,
or English, made of
either
Spanish
cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc. Made In
record paper, strongly and dur
good
one minute. No tedious long wait. You
bound with leather back and
will surely like it. Get a free sample ably
covers an dcanvas sides, have full
at your store. Sold by Cartwright
index in front and the fees of justices
Davis Co.

In Effect September 1, 1907.
No. 31

(Homestead Entry No. 9378.)
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

HOTEL ARRIVALS

Santa Fe Central

Effective

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

XL

in

price from $12.50 to $100.00.

$7.50 to $125.00

crowd Saturday evening by Chief of
Police Thomas McMillln.
A weak Stomach causing dyspepsia,
a weak Heart with palpitation or intermittent pulse, always means weak
stomach nerves or weak Heart nerves.
Strengthen these Inside or controlling
nerves with Dr. Shoop's Restorative
and see how quickly these ailments
disappear. Dr. Shoop of Racine, Wis.,
will mail sample free. Write for them.
A test will tell. Your health Is certainly worth this simple trial. Sold by
all dealers.

Denver & Rio Grande Railway
Through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the

San Joan country of Colorado.
For information as to rues, train service,
criptive literature, etc., call on or address

a

G. P.
Denver, Colo.

S. K. HOOPER,

r.

des-

F. H. McBRIDE, Agent.
8anta Fe, N. M.

A.

For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Binding
Printing Company.

call on the New Mexican
IT WILL
505-50- 7

ALL MACHINES GUARANTEED.
OUR EASY PAYMENT PLAN.
COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO.
16th Street, Denver, Colo. Mail Order Departments.
PAY

EUCali-- $25.00
fomia
Daily until October 31, 1907.

r
I

ft

Accepted In Tourist Sleeper on payment
Pullman fare; also in free chair cars.
Through service on fast trains.
enable you to visit Grand Canyon
Phoenix, Prescott, and many other points.
-

H- -

DONART, Agent.

Hi

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Sealed proposals will be received by
the Board of Trustees up to 12 o'clock
noon, November 15, 1907, for the completion of the basement, second story
and attic of the Administration BuildReform
Mexico
ing for the New
School, El Rito, New Mexico, accord'
ing to plans and specifications on file
at the office of I. H. & W. M. Rapp,
Architects, Trinidad, Colorado, also at
the office of the Secretary. Proposals
will be opened at a meeting of the
Board held at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
on the above mentioned date.
VENCESLAO JARAMILLO,

Stop-over- s

Ask for
Santa Fe Southwest
San Joaquin Valley
Tourist Leaflet.

2.9Excuf5ions

YOU TO INVESTIGATE

El Rito, New Mexico.

Secretary

A Card.
This is to certify that a.i druggists
are authorized to refund your money
ifiFoley's Honey and Tar fails to cure
your cough or cold. It stops the
cough, heals the lungs and prevents
The New Mexican Printing Com- - serious results from a cold. Cures la
The New Mexican Printing
pany will do your job work
mny Is headquarters for engraved grippe cough and prevents pneumonia
and consumption.
Contains no opi
neatness anddlspatch.
cards de viste In New Mexico. Get
ates. The genuine Is in a yellow pack
work done here and you will be age. Refuse substitutes. Sold
hy the
Have your stationery printed by the 'our
Ireland Pharmacy.
pleased In every particular.
New Mexican Printing Company.

The Atchisjn, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

:.L.

3
SECOND CLASS COLONIST
RATES TO CALIFORNIA
On sale daily September 1st to OcOne-watober 31at, 1907.
second
class colonist tickets to Los Angeles,
San Francisco, San Diego and all
other California points en route to the
above points; rate $25. Similar low
rates to the Northwest. Call and figure with me.
American Royal Live Stock Show,
Kanaaa City, Oct.
07.
For the above occasion the Santa
Fe will sell, tickets to Kansas City
and return for $35.75. On sale October
12th to 16th, Inclusive. Final return
limit, October 21st 07.
Farmera National
Congress
noma City, Okla., Oct.
1907.'
For the above occasion the Santa Fe
Will sell tickets to Oklahoma City and
return for $34.20 round trip. Tickets
on sale October 15, 16, 17 and 18, 1907.
Final return limit, October 31, 1907.
G. H. DONART,
Agent A., T. A 8. p. Ry.
y

INCORPORATED

H. B. Cartwright & Bo.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain. Flour and Potatoes. Stationery,
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN VAIL ORDERS
SANTA FE, N.

M

17-2-

If you take DeWitt's Kidney and
Bladder Pills you will get prompt re
lief from backache, weak kidneys, in
flammation of the bladder and urinary
troubles. A week's treatment for 25
cents. Sold by the Ireland Pharmacy.

WHEN

in need of
on Earth try a

NEW MEXICAN WANT AD. i

It will positively bring results.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE, N.

1907.

15,

7

XL
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act
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M.

wide,

80-

-

and

70-fo- ot

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico,
Cut-of- f
of Santa Fe R'y
ay Located on Helen

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER TUE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,

Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

streets, with alleys 20 feet

with beautiful lake and public park and grand old

shade trees ; public school house, costing $10,000 ; churches ;
law mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent Roller
Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels,
Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded
(many of them improved by cultivation) ; no sand or
bakery, tailor shop, shoe
house, jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill, coal and wood
yard, drug store, harness shop, etc. etc.; also a
modern hotel.
first-clas-

s

first-cla-

ss

Our prices of lots are low and terms on easy payments;
title perfect; warranty deeds.
d
purchase mcney,
cash.
may remain on note, with mortgage as
One-thir-

Two-thir-

ds

security, for one year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.
Apply at once for map and prices" if you wish to secure
the choicest lota.

JOHN BECKER, President.

city in the near future cannot be estimated.

We need a

graveL

BELEN TOWNSITE

Belen is the largest shipping point for
wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Mexico.
Its importance as a great commercial railroad

restaurants, etc.

FAS! LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND

ALL

The

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System leading
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
Paso and
points East to San Francisco, Los Amgeies, El
Old Mexico.
laid
1,000 husiness and residence iots, also 25x141 feet,
out with broad

POT

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
i

TIME TABLE ALL LINES.
ANNUAL CONFERENCE
TO BUILD CHURCH
AT TUCUMCARI PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH Entering and Leaving Santa Fe
Presbyterians Will Erect a Handsome
$5,000 Edifice There Other News

Will Meet in Albuquerque Next Week
-Large Attendance of Ministers
From a Distance.

w

miiiw ww ww www

WAWTS

Compiled According to Schedule
of Trains Now in Effect
SANTA FE CENTRAL.

No. 1 Southbound leaves Santa Fe
InTO RENT. Furnished .rooms.
1:40 p. m.
15.
102 Chapelle Street.
The
at
N.
The
Oct.,
M.,
15
quire
2.
Northbound
arrives
N.
Santa
No.
Albuquerque,
Oct.,
M.,
Tucumcari,
Methodist Ft 5:28 p. m.
Presbyterian church of this place, annual conference of the
FOR SALE One Wilson Heater. Inmeet
will
church
here the
has
Episcopal
years old,
though but two
will
23rd
conference
October.
of
Capital Coal Yard.
The
quire
&
IllustraRIO
an
GRANDE.
DENVER
is
which
an organization
be
will
over
of
last
No. 426. Eastbound 'eaves Santa
largely
Sunday and
tion of the wonderful growth
WANTED A cook. Apply to Mrs.
and the
public attended, not only by ministers of Fe 11 a. m.
the
country,
New Mexico and Arizona, but a num425 Westbound arrives Santa R. J. Palen, 231 Palace avenue.
No.
increasthe
of
rapidly
spirit
of the Fe 4 p. m.
ing population. The church Wednes- ber of prominent secretaries
FOR RENT. Two furnished rooms
Mission
will
and
boards
be
benevolent
their
install
presday of this week.will

Notes.

ent minister, Rev. Warner II. DuBose,
as pastor and the money is practically raised for the building of a $5,000
church building. The church work has
grown from a mere handful at its in-

ception to a large congregation.
The Rev. John R. Gass, the Synod-iea- l
missionary of the territory, the
Rev. Manuel Madril of Mora, and the
Rev. Samuel Magill of Raton, will be
the committee appointed by the Presbytery of Santa Fe of the Synod of
New Mexico to preside and install the
pastor. Rev. DuBose will be the second pastor of this Presbytery to be
Installed in the last month, the Rev.
J W. Purcell, P. H. D. of the Church
of Santa Fe, having been installed at
that city 'two weeks ago.
The long distance telephone to the
southeast, which makes connection at
Texlco with the Roosevelt County Telephone company, at Texico, and thus
reaching all points in Roosevelt county and in both directions on the Pecos
Valley lines of railway and the Eastern Railway of New Mexico, is now Installed and is giving excellent service,
the line is owned by Thomas Reagan,
of Texico.
The business interests of this town
and Melrose appreciate the direct connection which is given both places
through the automobile line which is
in operation between Tucumcari
and
Melrose. The Hartford Development
Company, with headquarters at MelThe service is
rose, owns the line.
daily and traveling men especially, appreciate the advantage of the short
line between the two places and touching as it does the towns' of House,
Quay, Roosevelt, Cap Rock and Hartford.
The colonist excursions
of the
Rock Island Railway are bringing
train loads of Immigrants to this county each excursion week, and the real
estate men and loca'ters for
ment land are kept busy. It is not believed that so many have come prospecting any previous year. There is
scarcely a piece of government land
to be found In the county, and most
prospectors are buying out claim holders at good prices.
Afflicted With Sore Eyes for 33 Years
I have been afflicted with sore eyes
for thirty-thre- e
years. Thirteen years
ago I became totally blind and was
blind for six years. My eyes were badOne of my neighbors
ly inflamed.
insisted upon my trying Chamber-Iain'- s
Salve and gave me half a box
of it. To my surprise it healed my
eyes and my sight came back to me.
P. C. Earle, Cynthiana, Ky. Chamberlain's Salve is for sale by all druggists.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection maae with Automobile
Lino at Torrance for Roswell dally.
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12 noon. Automobile leave? Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m., and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. ra. The fare
between Santa Fe and Torrance is

f 5.80 and between Torrance and

Ros-

well $10. Reserve seats or automo.
bile by wire.
J. W. STOCKARD,
Manager Automobile Line.

present, and also the heads of the
church publishing houses. The presid
ing bishop will be Rev. Earl Cranston,
D. D. The superintendent of Missions
for this district is the Rev. Samuel
Blair who has been located at El Paso,
Texas, but is now removing his home
and office to this city. Rev. Dr. J. C.
Rollins the pastor of the local church
is making great preparations for the
entertainment of the Synod. It is expected that a protracted meeting will
be held following the services of the
conference.

ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA
Branch
Arrive at Santa Fe Station.
11:10 a. m.
No. 721
6:50 p. m.
No. 723
10:55 p. m.
No. 725
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
8:25 a. m.
No. 720
4:20 p. m.
No. 722
7:40 p. m.
No. 724
No. 720 connects with Numbers 10
and 2 east, and No. 3 limited, west at
Lamy.
No. 722 connects with No. 1 west at
Lamy.
No. 1 carries El Paso sleeper.
No. 724 connects wita No. 7 and 9,
westbound, and 4 and 8 eastbound.
Main Line Via Lamy.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
to Albuquerque to disctarge passengers from Santa Fe.
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. n
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
10 from the south and No. 3 from
FE-Lam- y

Quinsy, Sprains and Swellings Cured.
"In November, 1901, I caught cold
and had the quinsy. My throat was
swollen so I could hardly breathe. I
applied Chamberlain's Pain Balm and
it gave me relief In a short time. In
two days I was all right," says Mrs.
L.
Cousins,
Otterburn, Michigan.
Chamberlain's Pain Balm is a liniment and is especially valuable for
sprains and swellings. For sale by
all druggists. .
the east.

CLAYTON LAND
OFFICE RUSHED
Increasing in Business
131,000 Acres of Public Land
Filed On.

Constantly

Clayton, N. M., Oct., 15. The Clayton land office is one of the busiest
places in the Territory, and, although
short of help, the land officials here
are turning out an enormous amount
of work.
There were 820 horastead entries in
September against 620 in August, an
increase of 218 comprising the enormous total of 131,200 acres which
henceforth will be transformed from
stock ranges into fine farms eventually to become the ideal garden spot of

the great southwest.
In September there were 37 desert
entries against 18 entries in August,
an increase of 19. There were issued
during the past month some 33 final
certificates.
Out of the 820 homestead entries,
(131,200 acres,) 350 (56,000 acres) of
these filings were made on Union
county land.
Out of 37 (7,395 acres) desert entries.
Union county captured 34
(6,915 acres.)

Out of the seven counties comprising this district. Union county almost
equals the other six In furnishing
homes for the new comer.
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup Ts
a safe, sure and prompt remedy for
coughs and colds and is good for every member of the family. Sold by
the Ireland Pharmacy.

The New Mexican Printing Company is prepared to do the best of
brief work in short order and at very
reasonable rates. Lawyers, who
to have their briefs printed rapidly and correctly and to present them
to the Supreme Court now in session
here on time, should call on the Nev
Mexican Printing Company,
de-si-

DeWitt's Carbolized
Witch Hazel
Salve is good for little burns and big
Legal blanks both English and burns, small scratches or bruises and
Spanish for sale by the New Mexi- big ones, Sold by the Ireland Pharra- can Printing Company!

They Make You Feel Good.
The pleasant purgative effect experienced by all who use Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, and
the healthy condition of the body and
mind which they create makes one
feel joyful. Price 25c cents. Samples
free at all drug stores.

with modern conveniences. Apply this

office.

WANTED. Washing or cleaning
by the day by young Holland woman.
Enquire New Mexican.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

Parts of the World.

All

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada, Mexic
and all Foreign Countries

Fargc-DOMESTI-

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

FOR RENT Furnished rooms. Single
and for light housekeeping. 317 San
Francisco St. F. Andrews.
New Mexico, completed Ben Hur. Key
given to visitors at the postofflce.
Soldiers' Monument. In Plaza,
Erected by the Territory. Much criticized because it refers to the Confederates as Rebels.
Lamy Fountain. In Plaza. Erected
by Woman's Board of Trade in memory of the late Bishop Lamy, who introduced the orchard Industry at Santa
Fe and surroundings.
Masonic Bull .g and Hall. On
south side of Plaza. Oldest Masonic
Lodge in the Southwest. Many interesting historic relics in lodge room.
Kit Carson was a member of this
lodge.
The Kearr.y Monument. In Plaza.
Erected by the Daughters of the American Revolution.
The r0nda At southeast corner
Plaza. End of the historic Santa Fe
Trail. Now Exchange Hotel.
WALK
WITHIN FIVE MINUTES
FROM PLAZA.
Roman Catholic Parochial School.
On

Water Street.

Public
Library. On Washington
Avenue. Built and maintained by the
Woman s Board of Trade.
Federal Building. Headquarters of
'.A brief outline of Points of Interest
!n and about the City of Santa i'e. Federal LanJ Office, Internal Revenue
Service for New Mexico and Arizona,
A Guide for Tourists.)
Surveyor General, Weather Bureau,
Forest Supervisor of Pecos, Jemez and
(July. 1907.)
The Pl.za. Under the care of the Taos National Forests, U. S. Attorney
Woman's Board of Trade. Here Onate for the Pueblo Indians, and other Fedcamped and set up the banner of eral officials.
Cathedral. On Cathedral
Square.
Spain In 1598. Here the Pueblos in
the uprising of 1680 burned the ar- Original ctructure commenced In 1612,
chives and historical records of the destroyed la 1680. Modern structure
Province.
Here De Vargas halted in not complete. When complete to have
triumph after taking the city from the twin steeples and to be cruciform.
Pueblos In 1692. Here General Kearny Contains a number of paintings Ly old
planted the Stars and Stripes in 1846. masters. Reredo behind altar was
Most oil the thrilling historical and erected bv Governor del Valle and his
gala events for the past three hun- wife in 1761. Fine old paintings and
rich vestments in rear of Cathedral.
dred years have centered here.
The Old Palace. Witnout doubt the From here start annually the famous
oldest governmental building in the Corpus Christl and the historic De
In rear of altar
United States. Date of construction Vargas processions.
variously set from 1598 to 1607. Occu- two Franciscan Friars, murdered by
pied as executive building by Gover the Indians, are burled.
Loretto Academy. On College
nors under the Spanish, the Pueblo,
the Mexican and American regime.last Street. Oldest School for Girls west
occupied as a residence by the present of the Missouri. Quaint cemetery in
Acting Governor James Wallace Ray rear.
Kit Carson Monument. In front of
nolds. Ceded by the Federal govern'
nent to the Territory, the present Federal building.
fhe Court House. On Palace Aveowner, but which has voted to recede
Contains County Offices and
It to the Federal government aa a nue.
Court
Rooms.
at
National Monument. It is
present
Saint Vincent's Sanitarium. On
occupied by the postofflce, the Histor
Avenue.
Palace
of
ical Society Museum, the Daughters
Saint Vincent's Orphans' Home.
the American Revolution and the Ter
rltorial Republican Central Commit On Palace Avenue.
Saint Vincent's Hospital. On Paltee.
ace Avenue.
The Historical Society Museum.
Convent. O n C o 1 le g e
Loretto
a Old Palace. Open free to visitors
from 10 to 12 a. m. and 2 to 4 p. m. on Street. Occupied by Sisters of Lorweekdays, and 2 to 4 p. m. on Sundays, etto.
Loretto Chapel. On College Street.
Contains fine collection of New Mex
ico antiquities and the most complete One of the most perfect specimens of
library of books relating to the history Gothic Architecture in America. Built
of the Southwest to be found in the from design by French architects.
United States outside of the CongresBishop's Residence. On Cathedral
sional Library.
Street Aljoinlng is the beautiful
Ben Hur Room. In Old Palace "Bishop's
histori
Garden"
with
Here Lew Wallace, while Governor of spring, lakelets and fine orchard.

SIGHTS OF SANTA FE

.

wut

;

J. D. BARNES, Agent

Roswell Automobile Co.
Mail and Passenger Line between Island train, due at 2 a. m.
Roswell, N. M., and Torrance, N. M.,
Running time between the two
dally, Sunday Included, connection points five hours, meals furnished at
with all trains on the Rock Island and Camp Needmore, free of charge.
Santa Fe Central Railways.
Excursion parties accommodated br
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
notifying the company two days in
Leave Torrance on arrival of Rock advance.
Agents for the Bulck Automobiles, one of the best Known and Best
Machines for all p urpoies on the market.
Two of the best known and bes t machines for all purposes on the
market Address all communication s and inquiries to the

Roswell Automobile Co
New Mexic

Roswell,

Rdbbe? Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOUBSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS
PRICE-LIS- T
One-lin-

Stamp, not over 2 J inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.

e

15c

and not over 3 J inches long. .20c
line on same stamp, 15c.
e
and not over 5 inches long. . .25c
line on same stamp, 20c.
e
35c
5
Stamp, over inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
lf
inch in size, we charge
Where type used is over
lf
for one line for each
inch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date for ten years
$1.00
inch
and
in
Dater
,50
month, day
Ledger
year
35
Dater
Regular line
1.50
Defiance Model Band Dater
Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut. 1.50
1.00
Pearl Check Protector
STAMP PADS.
Iix2i, 10c; 2x3, 15ft; 2Jx3i, 25c; 2fx4J, 35c; 3Jx6i,
50c; 4Jx?i, ?Bc.
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

One-lin-

Stamp, over 2 J
Each additional
Stamp, over 3J
Each additional

e

One-lin-

One-lin-

,

one-ha-

one-ha-

--

Fac-Simi-

le

SELF-INKIN-

G
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GROCERS, BAKERS, BUTCHERS
Xo. 250 San Francisco Street.

Personal Mention.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

COURT AUTHORIZES
IMPRESSED WITH
ESTANCIA VALLEY WRIT OF ATTACHMENT

15,

1907.

8ANTA FE COUNTY ORGANIZES
FIRST STATEHOOD LEAGUE

(Continued From Page One.)
For One of the Witnesses Wanted to
Grocery Telephone
Give Evidence Before United
iastically of That Section Once
hood and the political differences must
Probate Judge Victor Ortega ar
Grand Jury.
Lived In Santa Fe.
States
be adjusted afterwards, but that prihis
from
home
in
rived
the city today
at Chlmayo.
marily the people should have their
A writ of attachment was author
Edmund J. McLean of the wool deal
Sherman Wagner, of Aztec, is here
say and express their desires free from
to Issue this morning at 10 o'clock
E.
ized
Com
McLean
J.
of
and
firm
HOMEMADE.
money. The second is a Maricalbo of
ing
S.
U.
the
of
member
a
as
partisan bias or domination.
serving
high grade. The green and gray bags
pany, at Denver, who Is Interested In! by Judge John R. McFie In the Uni
grand
jury.
Judge A. L. Morrison spoke elocourt here for Mag
We now have homemade dill pickles are Java coffees of much merit. SEAL
F. W. Ball, U. S. Army, 1 he Btores of the Hughes Mercantile ted States district
Lieutenant
along the same lines, reiteratquently
BRAND coffee Is in a class to itself.
in the Estancia valley and gie A. Vann of Trenton, New Jersey,
and sauerkraut.
who is detailod on recruiting service, Company
his fervent desire to vote once
ing
to
is
who
members
had
known
several
The
blend
been
and
a
summoned
as
here
witness
who
five
has
cents.
spent
days
only
Pickles, two for
Kraut,
and was a visitor yesterday in Santa
more for President before he dies. Ho
of the firm and it has never been suc
In the Estancia valley on business, before the federal grand jury now In
t mi cents quart.
left last evening for his station at
Fe,
said that once he had been a citizen
In
home.
In
his
for
northern
session
imitated.
this
left last night
cessfully
city. The hearing
Albuquerque.
of
the United States but that since he
was agreeably Impressed with the the case of Henrietta G. RIcketts, alIMPORTED GOODS.
Dr. rreston Worley of Clovls, form- He
Is
in
New Mexico, he has been a mere
so
of
Trenton, New Jersey, who had
MEAT MARKET.
progress made in the Estancia
Colonel Prlchard prompted:
erly of Texarkana, Texas, is among great since his last visit a year ago. been
resident.
for
the
same
supoenaed
purpose,
We have a new shipment of French
the physicians In the city who came valley
"a
mere
and Judge MorriInhabitant,"
one has been suspended pending further
vegetables in glass. Large jars of Our market is now in the hands of hero to secure licenses from the Terri The past year has certainly been
Morrison con- - '
- son assented.
Judge
In
information
that
as
in
to
condiher
of
advancement
every way
physical
Brussels sprouts, string beans, peas a competent and obliging manager. He torial Board of Health.
tlnued by saying that we must show
section of Torrance county traversed tion.
oi mixed vegetables, 50c each.
can furnish you with anything from
Judge and Mrs. A. J. Abbott rethe
country that we are in earnest; we
B.
and
T.
Catron
Fe
of
Central
this city,
Railway
Attorneys
priced turned home last evening from Taos by the Santa
Large cans miniature mushrooms boiling meat and reasonably
must
sink partisanship. The man who
cut-of- f
A.
to
Charles
his.
of
and
Las
Belen
Spless
the
or
loins
Vegas,
according
cch 45c; small cans choice mush- rolled roasts to beef tender
where the former attended to official
not
can
W.
A.
forget party and sink factionHawkins, of Alamogordo, aprooms, buttons 20c; small cans French crown roasts of lamb for the most business as special attorney for the views.
in order to obtain state
al
as
counsel
with
or
prejudices
that
amicus
curiae
been
pearod
He
has
acquainted
isardines, 10c; large cans 2 for 25c. elaborate function. We are selling No. Pueblo Indians. They made the trip
years and he t friends of the court In the arguments hood, is not a good citizen. Judge
Other sizes and brands of imported 1 steer beef. If you have been eating overland two days being consumed section for twenty-eigh- t
says he would not have believed that yesterday which were precipitated by Morrison eulogized Governor Curry
ardines up to 40 cents per can.
cow meat you would find a change each way.
of these two wit- - and said that it was owing to the close
he saw there now could happen the
what
to
the palate. Pork, mutton,
grateful
O. C. Bero, of Farmington has been
- nesses.
maintained
that the friendship of President Roosevelt and
They
lamb and veal at all times. Try our in the city several days en route from had he not satisfied himself personSOFT CHEESE.
or
rorm
was in- - Governor Curry that this present op
issued
nlly,
hamburger,
Albuquerque where he attended the
to
sufficient
constitute proper service portunity for s'tatehood Is given New
Vv'hile he was in Estancle the Hughes
Our stock of French and German
recent meeting of the New Mexico Fun
of the United States Mexico.
and
the
several
received
Mercantile
authority
Company
OYSTERS.
soft cheese is now quite complete.
eral Directors and Embalmers' associto serve process outside of
marshal
of
sacks
purchased
Charles F. Easley was
hundred
potatoes
Neuf-chateask
Brie, each 30c; Camrmbert, 30c;
ation. He was granted an embalmers'
In the vicinity. The pothe Territory was also brought Into ed to speak on behalf of the Demo
from
farmers
2 for 15c; Breakfast, 15c; Rom-atouFor the future we expect to have license here
yesterday by the Terri- tatoes were just as large and as fine question. Special Assistant to the At-a- s cratic
party organization and respondeach 25c,
ample supplies of SEALSHIPT oyst- torial Board of Health.
General Ormsby Mcliarg
the best grown in the Greeley
ed, although he disclaimed that he was
ers. The supply has so far not equallof
Mrs. Francis C. Wilson, wife
in Colorado. He saw some fine pearod on behalf of tne United States. speaking for the Democratic party. In
ed the demand, but we are now as- Clerk Wilson of the First Judicial disCOFFEE.
Miss RIcketts had filed a physician s dividually, however, he
very good corn, and vegetables
wheat,
of
those
abundance
an
of
pure,
sured
pledged his co
trict court, accompanied by their two
- certificate
anybe
could
as
produced
stating that she was ill and operation and support of the statehood
Chase and Sanborn's famous Boston clean, full flavored blue points, direct little children, arrived in the city to as good
whores and all this without irrigation, unablt to make the long journey to movement.
coffees are still giving satisfaction to from Long Island.
day from- Washington, D. C. Mr. Wil- He thought the town of Estancia had Santa Fe. Miss Vann filed an affidavit
Governor Willing to Go to Washington
a large number of our customers. We
son went down to Lamy this morning
a great future and that agricultural to the effect that she was without
CELERY.
as
in
several
the
them
to meet them. He and his family will
Governor Curry then rose to the recarry
grades
of the valley, especially funds to defray the expenses of the
follows:
marks quoted at the beginning of this
at St. posibilities
make their home temporarily
south
in
and
from
home
to
her
north
this
Estancia
journey
city.
25
White bags
Plenty of fine, 'crisp, nutty home- Vincent's Sanitarium where they have from Fe
)
The writ of attachment will be held article. He pledged his aid in every
county, were very good.
Santa
30 grown celery now. 5 cents per head.
Maroon bags,
movement for statehood, and said he
apartments until they can find a suitMr. McLean came to Santa Fe twen- in abeyance awaiting further informa-ty-eigh- t
27
Orange bags
able residence.
the
started
tion concerning the condition of Miss was willing to go to Washington with
years ago and
GRAPES.
35
Green bag3
a delegation to work for statehood this
Dr. Jose Somellera, of Trinidad, Col
and
Company,
McLean
RIcketts.
firm of E. J.
40
Graybags,
orado, is In the city and a guest at the wool oealers and hide buyers. He is j Mrs. Eliza RIcketts, mother of Miss winter and to do whatever may be
and
SEAL
California and Native grapes are Claire. Ho came here for the purpose waU acnuainted
with central New , Ricketts, who had also been sum- - asked of him in the matter, but that
40 now the best fruit in the market.
BRAND
of appearing before the
Territorial Mexico and to him the progress there , ,
has been excused owing to her it was of prime importance tha't the
Th first Is a blend of fine old cofWe have Tokays, Corinchons, Ma- - Board of Health for examination to semovement came from the people.
uie
knew
as
he
advanced age,
means a good deal
fees that gives excellent value for the lagas, etc,
cure a license to practice medicine In
The League then adjourned after
practicfor
years
many
country there
New Mexico. He was graduated
in ally only a sheep and cattle range. COLORADO COUPLE GET
adopting the following resolution offerof Major
1S9C from the National School of Med
E&E9E5S55SC
MARRIED IN CAPITAL. ed by Mr. Catron :
While here he was a guest
icine at the City of Mexico. It Is his and Mrs, R. J. Palen, Mrs. Palen be"Resolved, That Governor Curry be
Intention to locate at Park View, Rio
Santa Fe was the greta green for requested to ask the different county
ing his sister-in-laArriba county.
Miss Esther E. Anderson and Charles political committees to unite in call-S- .
Ottaway, both of Alamosa, Colorado ing a
convention and the
SECURES EIGHTEEN
who were united in married in this formation in each countv of a nnn.
MORE PENSIONS city last evening by Justice of the) partisan statehood league at as early
Peace Jose Ma. Garcia. The bride gave a date as possible to push the state- her age as 18 years In applying for the hood proposition."
(Continued from Page Five.)
nifinate Andrews Keeps Up Good
Soldiers-Th- ose
Old
marriage license and the groow ac-of
Chairman Palen will announce the
Work in Behalf
knowledged to being 31 years old. executive committee of sixteen mem-TheBenefited.
Train report at 3 p. ra.: All Santa
came here to be married so as to bers pie-li- t Roniihnn
Fe trains as well as the Santa Fe Cen
nivht nQm.
add a touch of romance to the nuptials
that
instances
tral are reported on time this evenlm
many
of
the
Another
ocrats, in the near future and this
The Denver and Rio Grande Is five Delegate W. H. Andrews is constantly and steal a march on their friends.
committee will prepare an address to
of his
"
hours late.
the .people, draft a constitution and
looking out for the Interests
of the
and suggest such other
constituents, especially those
from
uu ivimkket. methods and plans
announcement
the
is
as will help in at- old
soldiers,
BIG MAIL ORDER
of anothtainin? the t ject of the movement,
Washington of the allowance
S'.0!- - .l5CThe
admission of New Mexico to state- CURIO BUSINESS er batch of eighteen pensions to New
nci.
ncio
in a juuui; its ft ifauu Ul uie .hood
unceasing
his
In
the meanwhile, similar
Mexican veterans. By
Francis E. Lester of Mesilla Park, labors, Delegate Andrews has right- passing oi tne quarterly dividend of leagues are to be formed at once in
the Detroit United Railway which was other counties
Owner of
Fine Emporium Back fully won the appellation of "the man
steps taken to- dealt in here largely. From 50 at the ward nprfooflnn-anda the
t AIM' ft ftt'tnl Innnii a
From Trip to Navaho Reservation
who does things."
fcloso yesterday it dropped to 28 " Inn1
i. -uu tu uuiu a BLaieauoa
j convention.
'The latest pensions allowed are:
$17
per
M
Fort
Bayard,
Curtis,
of
E.
Francis
Catron
Professor
James
Lester
35
suggested.should
affected. A good sized fraction of the
DUDROW'S OFFICE BUILDING. DAY 'PHONE
;
Mesilla Park, who spent yesterday in month from February 18, 1907.
s
pTopoaei
?'?,ftBl,
common
total
stock
is
held
and
here
$15
Nfiw
this city on business, returned home
Foster P. Crlchton, Santa Fe,
- 80 that Co"- deMficoin
and
are
orphans
plenty
last night. He is returning from an ex- per month from May 1, 1907.
See
'nfltwllnir ..nnn tha AIvMmA. nt M,l, F688
hat New Mexico's
'
$12
per
Las
ideas of a constitution are and ho
Palomas,
L.
tensive
to
visit
Indian
the
Tressel,
Navajo
and
Chaves
Avenue
a
Palace
for
of
House),
.stock
Nights
Residence:
(Amado
their sustenance, convinced
Upper
part
reservation where he went to purchase month from March 29, 1907.
that the people are earnestSundays. Telephone, No. 142.
$12
Las
per
Vegas,
ly desirous of statehood.
blankets and baskets for his curio
Jose S. Esquibel,
MADRIL CASE RESET
emporium at Mesilla Park. He finds month from February 25, 1907.
FOR HEARING FRIDAY.
$15
per
William A. Mills, Elida,
that good blankets and baskets are
MARKET REPORT.
scarce, as the number of Indians, men month from March 25, 1907.
The case of the territory versus
and women, who can do this sort of
Jacob M. Aurandt, Santa Cruz, $12
Jose L. Madril, a member of the board
work, is decreasing steadily, and the per month from March 11, 1907.
of county commissioners, has been set
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
Edward E. Kelsey, Armistad,$12 per for
younger folks do not learn blanket
when the hearing
morning,
Friday
Closing
1907.
Stocks, Oct., 15 Atchison
month from June 28,
weaving and basket making.
will be resumed. An effort Is being .80
.85
pfd.
$15
W.
Samuel
Artesia,
Professor
Lester was registrar of
Hoffman,
Anthracite Furnace,
made to have Mr. Madril removed
Cerrillos Lump,
N. Y. Cent. $1.03
the New Mexico College of Agricul- per month from March 5, 1907.
$1.16
Monero Lump,
Smithing Coal,
ture and Mechanic Arts at Mesilla
Gabriel Taylor, Mogollon, $12 per "A "
Z uJL Z ,;!.,." Penna.
So. Pac. .75
1907.
from
for
June
Park
twelve
10,
month
on
and
and
nmna
Sawed Wood
the
years
Kindling.
Anthracite Mixed.
U. P. 11.20
aiuu- first of 'this year resigned to engage
pfd. .80.
Mrs. victoria v. ivierrineia,
Copper .53
in the curio business, which he has querque, $8 per month from February
MARCONI INSTALS
Steel 23
built up to great dimensions. He now 12, 1906.
pfd. .82
WIRELESS
PRESS
SERVICE,
MONEYS AND METALS
D.
handles wholesale
William
Vencil, Allen, $12 per
and retail curios
Phone No. 85. Office Garfield Avenue, near A., T. and S. F. Depot.
Money on call, steady. 2
and manufactured products from the month from June 19, 1907.
North Glace Bay, N. S.. Oct. 15- .New York, Oct., 15. Prime mercanMexican Republic, blankets, baskets,
Lorenzo Sanchez y Labadi, San
Wiliam Marconi expects to open his tile paper 7.
18,
month
from
August
pottery and silverware made by Pueb- Rafael, $6 per
t
nrlHA Ann ntntlnM U .. e n
New York, Oct., 15. Lead
transtne
lo and Navajo Indians in New Mexico 1905 and $8 per month from July 19, "
easy- mission
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press
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Copper 13l-2- .
now adding Japanese goods to his
Demetrlo
Martinez,
Albuquerque, 'i next.
cons derablo rnrres.
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Today
Silver 61
stock. He has built us what might $12 per month from March 28, 1907.
pondence relating to the preparations
St. Louis, Oct. 15. Spelter 5.40;
be called a huse business.
$20
Antonio Valasquez, Ojo Caliente,
for the inauguration of the service dull.
1907.
from
Mail orders reach him from all
month
22,
April
parts per
passed between the stations.
WOOL MARKET.
of the United States and from the
William R. Smith, Fort Bayard, $S
St.
Mo., Oct., 15. Wool.
Louis,
1907.
from
13,
month
leading countries in Europe. He has per
May
Steady and unchanged.
so far 142,000 addresses on his list.
Francisco Lucero y Trujillo, Puerto PETTIBONE'S TRIAL
SET FOR OCTOBER 28. GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
many of these being in the capitals of de Luna, $12 per month from FebruSPECIALTY OF SOUTHERN PINE FLOORING.
Boise, Oct. 15. The trial of George
Oct.
15. Wheat Dec.
Chicago,
1907.
26,
in
nation
and
every European
their ary
A. Pettibone was postponed
1.06
unMay
today
Cord and Stove Wood Extra Dry, Cut lo Fit Your Stove principal cities. He uses the card in- William H. Barney, Albuquerque, til October 28. Judge Wood said he Corn Dec. 631.11
May 64
dex system to keep his correspond$12 per month from March 4, 1907.
was certain the defendant's physical
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all
Kinds
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ence
of
$12
and
George
Paper,
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the
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in
Oils,
stencil
Iron,
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straight
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condition would permit of trial, but
Pork Oct. no quotation; Jan. 15.-9- 7
system for mailing. His mailing list month from May 6, 1907.
the defense requested a few davs
Building Material.
is growing constantly as is the demand
longer delay and the 28th was agreed
Lard Oct. $9.22
an. $9,121-2- .
for curios in his line especially those DISASTROUS FLOODS
upon.
TRANSFER and STORAGE; We Haul Eveivthirg Movable
Oct.
Rigs
Jan.
$8.10;
$8.27
manufactured
by Indians in the SouthINUNDATE BARCELONA.
Phone 35, Santa Fe, N. Mex.
west and in Mexico, He has had published a great deal of finely printed
Barcelona, Oct., 15 The floods In
and illustrated literature, advertising
this vicinity continue to be the most
his wares which Incidentally helps to
THE NEW MEXICO
serious in years. Up to the present
advertise New Mexico as it contains
time five persons have been drowned.
more or less information
concerning Thirty thousand persons have been
.me Territory.
IT DOESN'T COST ANYTHING
thrown out of work. The village of
j
He finds that scientific institutions
Manresa has been terribly ravaged.
especially are willing to pay very good
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TO COME IN AND LOOK AROUND.
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

The Biggmt Carlo Stair in the Wet
MEXICAN AND INDIAN WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS AT
ELEGANT STOCK OF NAVAJO
BARGAIN COUNTER PRICES.
BLANKETS AND BASKET8 JUST RECEIVED.
FINEST LINE OF MEXICAN DRAWN WORK IN CITY.
THIS IS THE HOUSE FROM WHICH THE GENUINE
AND MEXICAN CURIOS COME.

INDIAN

Can't Miss the Place
THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE
You

J. S. CANDELARIO, THE CURIO MAN
Look for Old Cart on Top of Building.

301-30-

3

DR. DIAZ'
TRIBESMEN AGAIN
MARCHING ON CASA

SANITARIUM

(Incorporated.)'
Santa Fe, N. M.
Water St and Ga i It i Ave
Corner
A
uct.
la.
ram,
from
dispatch
Tangier says Mulal Haflg's army of
Open to all licensed Physl- 8 000
strong, Is marching on Casa ii Alalia anu ustv.gu lw im. vai w
Elanca with the intention of attack- V and treatment of the sick.
nor
ing General Drude, commander of the
Neither
consumptives
French forces. The tribesmen who III those who suffer from contagious
recently attacked the French column .)j diseases are aamitted.
near Oudja, also are preparing for v Equipped with modern con-i- t
another attack.
veniences and conducted In first
l class manner.
FOUND Bunch of keys on north )( Resident physician and trained
of Capitol building. Owner can have
nurses in attendance.
same by calling at this office and pay$9.00 a week In general ward;
$16.00 upwards In private room.
ing for advertisement.
BLANCA.

,

San Francisco Street.

' Subscribe for the Dally New
ican and get the aows.

Mex-
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OCTOBER 28TH

1
fij

TO

MARCH

1ST.

complete and thoroughly practical course of Instruction in Field
Crops, Dairying, Farm Machinery, Farm Mechanics, Fruit Growing,
A

Vegetable Growing, Livestock and Elementary
Home Sanitation, Sewing, Fancy Needlework.

Agriculture,

Cooking,

FOUR months beginning October 28th. Prepared for those who
cannot attend school the full year but who are free during November,
December, January' and February. Course open to any one over fifteen

years of age.
For further information

address,
LUTHER FOSTER, President
P. O.)

Agricultural

ColloKe, N. M.

